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Preface
This thesis deals with the application of computational models to solve real
life chemical problems Two distinct problems are tackled First the prediction of
lattice energy dierences between a pair of diastereomeric salts and secondly the
elucidation of the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical cation
While the second problem deals with relatively small molecules  atoms the
rst deals with much larger molecules 	 atoms Both systems were at the
limit of the size that could be handled with Quantum Mechanical methods at
the time the calculations were performed This illustrates the evolution of both
Quantum Mechanical methods and computer hardware in the ten years that
lie between them Besides being dierent in size these systems also dier in
complexity While the second problem deals with isolated molecules in the gas
phase the rst deals with interacting molecules in the solid In addition the latter
involves a whole spectrum of intermolecular interactions from weak van der
Waals contacts ring
ring interactions to strong ionic interactions and hydrogen
bridges The total energy dierences between diastereomeric salts however are
very small 
 kcalmol compared to the energy dierences found between the
isomers and transition states of the methyl carbamate radical cation up to 
kcalmol Trying to reproduce such small energy dierences as 
 kcalmol
pushes even present day computational methods to their limits

Chapter 
Introduction
This chapter deals with the background of racemate resolution via the forma
tion of diastereomeric salts In addition a brief overview will be given of mass
spectrometry techniques used for the elucidation of the unimolecular chemistry
of the methyl carbamate radical cation A review of the applied computational
methods will also be given
 Introduction
 Chirality
A chiral molecule is a molecule that is not superimposable on its mirror image
These nonsuperimposable mirror images are called enantiomers Enantiomer
pairs of a particular molecule have identical physical properties except for optical
rotation That is to say when planepolarized light is passed through a solu
tion or crystal of one enantiomer the resulting rotation of the light polarization
plane is equal in magnitude but in opposite direction to that of its enantiomeric
counterpart For this reason enantiomers are also called optical isomers
The prexes  and  or dextro and laevo DL which designate the di
rection of the angle of rotation are used to distinguish enantiomers Another
classication system the RS system designates the absolute conguration of a
stereoisomer It has largely replaced the DL notation and is used for molecules
other than amino acids Sometimes the number of chiral centers n present in a
molecule is more than one In this case not all of the possible 	
n
stereoisomers are
each other
s mirror image Two stereoisomers that are not each other
s mirror
image are called a diastereomeric pair
In addition to essentially identical physical properties enantiomers also have
identical chemical properties except in a chiral environment such as biological
 Chapter 
systems where receptors enzyme systems and so forth typically have chiral
properties themselves The interaction of a drug molecule with the receptor or
the enzyme is very specic due to their chemical and structural complementarity
and may exhibit stereoselectivity

In fact many active pharmaceutical drugs are chiral and were marketed up
till the s as racemic mixtures ie as an equal mole ratio of their individual
enantiomers The problem is that one enantiomeric form of a chiral drug may
be medicinally benecial while the other enantiomeric form may be completely
useless or even toxic 	Table  shows some examples of the distinct biological
e
ects of the two enantiomers in a racemate
An example of the latter is the drug thalidomide which was administered
to pregnant women in the s 	curing morning sickness in early pregnancy
One of the enantiomeric forms was found to be medicinally benecial while the
other was found to be teratogenic The result was babies born with severe limb
deformities Since  the US Food and Drugs Administration 	FDA

and the
European Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products

have required manu
facturers to research and characterise each enantiomer in all drugs proposed to be
marketed as a mixture thus justifying that no safetyrisk exists for the racemate
From that date production of new racemates ceased to be a rational commer
cial option and instead became a high risk route for pharmaceutical compagnies
In addition it led to racemicswitching by pharmaceutical compagnies extend
ing a patent protection on a racemic drug by later patenting its single active
enantiomer
When the FDA voted in favour of single isomers it did so because scientic
advances had driven chiral technology to the point where it became realistic and
routinely possible to develop them
 Methods for obtaining pure enantiomers
There are three options for introducing chirality into a synthesis
 the chirality pool where the required conguration is present in the starting
materials used and is maintained throughout the remainder of any synthesis
 asymmetric synthesis where the singleisomer product is derived by intro
ducing the asymmetry directly into a nonchiral material
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Table  Examples of enatiomers exhibiting dierent biological eects
Compound Eect of S Eect of R
enantiomer enantiomer
Thalidomide

teratogenic cures morning sickness
Propanolol

 blocker contraceptive
Limonene

lemon smell orange smell
Dopa

AntiParkinson toxic granulocytopenia
Asparagine

tastes bitter tastes sweet
Ketamine

Anesthetic responsible for
sideeects
hallucinationagitation
 resolution methods where the precursor or material is provided as a racemic
mixture and has to be separated to give the required isomer In favourable
cases the undesired isomer can be used either by turning it back into race
mate which can be resolved again or by inverting its conguration so that
it too provides the required isomer
chirality pool methods
The simplest access to single isomers is their direct isolation from natural sources
and in all cases the inherent chirality of nature  in plants animals or microor
ganisms  has been used An example is the anticancer drug Taxol present in
the Pacic Yew tree Taxol	s structural complexitymakes total chemical synthesis
impractical for drug supply However synthetic chemistry can help by attaching
a side chain that is key to Taxol	s activity onto a more abundant intermediate
Baccatin III from the tree

Other examples are the penicillins and cholesterol lowering agent lovastatin
which are derived by microbial fermentation

In both cases synthetic chemistry
 Chapter 
has also been applied to modify the fermentation products to give better drugs
such as amoxicillin

and simvastatin

respectively which have modied side
chains Apart from the production of complete drugs nature also makes avail
able to the chirality pool useful building blocks like the natural amino acids or
sugars LAspartic acid for example is used to produce the sweetener Aspar
tame

asymmetric synthesis from a prochiral substrate
The usual form of asymmetric synthesis takes a substrate containing no chiral
elements one that is at and transforms it via an asymmetric step into a chi
ral product This has the advantage that potentially all the material can be
realised as the required isomer directly Such syntheses are often catalyzed ei
ther by enzymes

fermentation or by nonenzymatic catalyst For instance a
rhodiumdiphosphine catalyst is used to manufacture the antiparkinsonian agent
leveodopa

resolution of racemates
There are four ways to resolve a racemic mixture in practice i Resolution via
direct crystallisation The racemate segregates into two morphologically di	erent
crystals which can be separated either by hand Pasteur

 or mechanically

Direct crystallisation can also be achieved by seeding a supersaturated solution
with an optically pure crystal of one enantiomer Crystals containing an excess
of the added enantiomer are often obtained This procedure is called resolution
by entrainment

ii Kinetic resolution where the di	erence in reaction rate
of two enantiomers with a single chiral enantiomer of another substance causes
enantiomeric enrichment

iii Chromatographic separation The enantiomers
form intermediate diastereomeric complexes with a chiral selector which may be
present in either the stationary or the mobile phase The di	erence in stability
between these intermediate diastereomeric complexes results in di	erent retention
behaviour thus enabling separation
	
iv Preferential crystallization of diastere
omeric salts A racemic acid or base is combined with a optically pure base or
acid the resolving agent resulting in the formation of two diastereomeric salts
If these salts di	er su
ciently in solubility they can be separated by selective
Introduction 
crystallization of one of the salts

 Racemate Resolution via diastereomeric salt formation
This method remains the most industrially applied method Typically diastere
omeric salt formation has broad applicability since both enantiomers are generally
available and if used in conjunction with insitu racemization allows the enan
tiomeric yield to be signicantly improved over the theoretical   limit A
disadvantage of this approach was that it was more of an art than a science	
requiring a high degree of screening Relatively recently the requirement for com
prehensive screening of resolving agents for a specic substrate was reduced by
the so called Dutch resolution	 technique

This approach uses a mixture of
structurally di
erent resolving agents to rst determine the most favored dias
teromeric salt judged by proton NMR of the crude mixture A mixture fam
ily	 of derivatives of the most favored structural class is used as resolving agent
For instance a mixture of mandelic malic and dibenzoyl tartaric acids could be
used as a preliminary screen mixture If dibenzoyl tartaric acid was found to be
the most favored salt then a mixture of functionalised dibenzoyl tartaric acids
would be used as the family	 The advantages of this approach is that in more
than   of all cases studied more than  examples by  the use of the
family	 approach results in higher enantiomeric excess of the substrate than
a single resolving agent alone A disadvantage however is that the increased
amount of documentation requirements by the Federal Drug Administration lim
its the use of this approach for large scale manufacturing
 Chapter 
 Rationalization of diastereomeric salt formation
The resolution by diastereomeric salt formation is based on the solubility dier
ence in a pair of diastereomeric salts Frank Leusen

proposed a model that
links resolution eciency to the lattice energy dierence in a diastereomeric pair
of salts Empirically the following relation was found
H
f
 r

ln c
p
c
n
 r

Where
 H
f
is the dierence in heat of fusion of the diastereomeric saltpairs	
 ln c
p
c
n
is the resolution eciency	
 c
p
and c
n
are the solubilities of psalt and nsalt	
 r

and r

are constants
The psalt is the 
 or the 
 salt whereas the nsalt is the 
 or the 

salt Figure  shows the relation between H
f
and ln c
p
c
n
for substituted
ephedrine with substituted cyclophosphoric acid as a resolving agent 
the gure
was taken from the thesis of Leusen
From the BornHaber fusion cycle it can be deduced that the dierence in lattice
enthalpy H
solid
equals minus the dierence in enthalpy of fusion	 if we assume
that the dierence in liquid enthalpies is small with respect to that of the solids
Likewise	 it can be deduced that the dierence in lattice enthalpy H
solid
equals
minus the dierence in solvatation enthalpies	 if we assume that the dierence in
enthalpy of the solutions is negligibly small
H
solid
 H
f
 H
solv
 r

ln c
p
c
n
 r

This thermodynamic model was extended to include entropy eects This gives
a slightly better correlation between the entropy corrected enthalpy dierence in
the solid state H
corr
solid
and ln c
p
c
n

The resolution via diastereomeric salt formation can thus be quantied by
comparing the lattice energy of the two diastereomeric salts in a pair The lattice
energy is dened as the amount of energy released when a mole of gaseous ions or
Introduction 
molecules are brought together from innite separation to form a crystal Within
diastereomeric salts pairs the gas phase energy is the same Therefore dierences
in lattice energies are equivalent to dierences in the total energy of the solid
This opens the way to prediction of the resolution eciency of a resolving agent
by calculation of the dierence in total energy of the two diastereomeric salts in
a pair
Lattice energy calculations on diastereomeric salts have been reported in the
literature by two groups
 Leusen et al

performed molecular mechanics calculations on three pairs of
Figure  Plot of H
f
versus lnc
p
c
n
 Labels indicate acid substituents
with unsubstituted ephedrine or acidbase aromatic substituents
 Chapter 
diastereomeric salts of ephedrine with dierent cyclic phosphoric acids The
eect of several of the CHARMm

force eld parameters mainly relating
to the electrostatic interaction was investigated These are the eect of
varying the dielectric constant the eect of varying the cuto distance
for the electrostatic interactions and the eect of dierent charge schemes
The results were evaluated in terms of the ability to reproduce the Xray
structures and the energy dierences of the two diastereomers in a pair It
was concluded that electrostatic potential derived charges ESP charges
and a su	ciently large cuto distance for the electrostatic interactions
were required for a good reproduction of the Xray structures Still it was
not possible to obtain agreement between the experimental and calculated
lattice energy dierences It was concluded that the description of the
electrostatic interactions within the force eld was insu	ciently accurate
and that the inclusion of polarization terms in the force eld is essential
 Hansen et al

performed molecular mechanics calculations with several
force elds on a wide range of compounds including diastereomeric salts It
was concluded that force elds are generally not very good at reproducing
the relative stability order of polymorphs Hansen also concluded that it is
not generally possible to show that a particular charge set is superior ie
she showed that a given charge scheme performed well for some structures
and badly for others
From the above it is clear that an improvement in the description of the
electrostatic interactions is crucial for improving the reproduction of the relative
stability order of diastereomeric salts and polymorphs The aim of our work is
to nd such better computational methods
We intend to accomplish this by performing molecular mechanics calculations
with improved description of the electrostatic interactions and by the use of
quantum mechanical methods that can deal with periodic boundary conditions
appropriate for a crystalline lattice
We evaluate these methods on a subset of two of the diastereomeric salt pairs
used by Leusen These are the salt pairs of ephedrine with cyclic phosphoric acid
and ephedrine with chlorinesubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid
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 Computational methods for modeling the lattice en
ergy
This section discusses the computational methods applied Molecular Mechanics
and Quantum Mechanics methods
 Molecular Mechanics
The molecular mechanics method is used to calculate molecular structures and
relative energies of conformers using concepts from classical mechanics Electrons
are not explicitly included in molecular mechanics which is justied on the basis
of the BornOppenheimer approximation stating that electronic and nuclear mo
tions can be uncoupled from one another and considered separately Thus the
nuclei may be viewed as moving in an average electronic potential eld
Alternatively Molecular mechanics can be thought of as a ballandspring
model of atoms and molecules with classical forces between them These forces
are described by potential energy functions depending on structural features such
as bond lengths bond angles and torsional angles The potential energy func
tions contain a number of parameters which are t to reproduce experimental
properties
The total energy E
tot
 of a molecule or a cluster of molecules is divided into
several parts one of which is attributed to bond stretching E
bond
 one to bond
angle bending E
angle
 one to torsional deformations E
torsion
 one to van der
Waals interactions E
vdW
 and one to electrostatic interactions E
Coulomb

E
MM
	 E
bond

 E
angle

 E
torsion

 E
vdW

 E
Coulomb

A more rened force eld will also include cross terms such as stretchbend
torsionstretch etc Finally other terms such as hydrogen bonding have been
used to take into account phenomena that are not properly accounted for oth
erwise The rst three terms in Eq are strictly intramolecular contributions
while the latter two are also involved in intermolecular interactions Since the
crystal packing is strongly inuenced by intermolecular interactions we will look
at these in more detail
 Chapter 
Van der Waals potentials
The dispersion attractive part of the van der Waals potential is usually de
scribed by a term with an inverse sixth power of the distance whereas the re
pulsive part is described by an inverse twelfthpower term LennardJones 
function Eq  or alternatively by an exponential function Exponential or
Buckingham potential Eq 	

E
vdW
 D


r

r


 

r

r




E
vdW
 A expBr Cr

	
where D

is the well depth r

is the minimum energy interaction distance r is
the interactomic distance between the interacting atoms and A B and C are
parameters
Electrostatic potentials
The electrostatic interactions are in most force elds accounted for by a Coulom
bic potential energy function using partial atomic charges

E
Coulomb

Q
i
Q
j
 r
ij

where r
ij
is interatomic distance between atoms i and j Q
i
and Q
j
represent the
atomic point charges and  is the MM equivalent of the dielectric constant
Most force elds use a quick calculation of point charges based on electroneg
ativity rules 

Several methods exist to determine point charges from a Quan
tum Mechanical QM calculation These methods can be subdivided into a class
where charges are determined by some scheme that partitions the electron den
sity over the atoms Mulliken

Bader

Hirshfeld
	
 and a class where charges
are optimized to reproduce the QM electrostatic potential ESP by employing
a leastsquares t of the model potential on point charges based and the QM
potential Methods in the latter class dier mainly by how and where the electro
static potential is sampled in the surrounding molecular space


We developed
and implemented two new schemes for deriving ESP charges

see chapter 	
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 Charges t to reproduce the Distributed Multipole Analysis DMA derived
electrostatic potential
 ESP charges derived by sampling the electrostatic potential on a number
of surfaces with constant electron density so called isodensity surfaces
We used the DREIDING

force eld with a number of di	erent charge sets
to perform minimizations and lattice energy calculations on diastereomeric salts
of ephedrine with cyclic phosphoric acid see chapter 

The Coulomb interaction of two charge distributions can be described more
accurately than in Eq 
 as a multipole expansion

in the form
U
elec
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Where l

l

 denotes the numerical factor l

 l

 l

l



 the
multipole moments Q
lm
describe the charge distributions and S is a function
of the relative orientation of molecules
Equation  reduces to equation 
 when l

and l

are zero When one of the
charge distributions is represented by only a point charge of charge  l


 Q

  Equation  reduces to a DMA derived electrostatic potential
The DMAREL


package was specically designed for crystal structure sim
ulations using distributed multipole expansions We used the DMAREL program
to perform force eld minimizations and lattice energy calculations on diastere
omeric salts of ephedrine with cyclic phosphoric acid see chapter 

The calculation of the electrostatic potential ESP charges distributed multi
pole moments as well as the interfacing to the DMAREL package has been built
into our program MOLDEN

see chapter 
 Quantum Chemical Methods
HartreeFock Theory and post HartreeFock methods
In the HartreeFock HF method the exact electronic Hamiltonian is approx
imated by the Fockoperator which solves an electrons wave function in the
average eld of all the other electrons
 Chapter 
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where the 
rst two terms are the kinetic energy and the electronnucleus at
traction of a single electron The third term the Coulomb operator represents
the average repulsion of electron  by all other electrons The last term the
exchange operator arises as a direct consequence of including the Pauli prin
ciple through the use of an antisymmetrized wavefunction approximated by a
single determinant wavefunction Since the orbitals 
i
depend on the Coulomb
and exchange operators and the Coulomb and exchange operators depend on
the orbitals the HartreeFock equations have to be solved iteratively until self
consistency is achieved ie until the input orbitals are equal within a certain
tolerance to the output orbitals
In practice the molecular orbitals MOs are expanded as a linear com
bination of atomic orbitals AOs The expansion coecients are adjusted to
minimize the expectation value of the total energy with the exact electronic
Hamiltonian
The primary de
ciency of the HartreeFock theory is the inadequate treat
ment of the correlation between motions of electrons While correlation of the
motions of electrons with the same spin is partially taken into account by virtue
of the determinantal form of the wave functions single determinant wavefunc
tions do not take into account the correlation between electrons with opposite
spin As a consequence the calculated HartreeFock energies will be higher than
the exact values The dierence between the Hartree Fock and exact energy is
called the correlation energy
Eexact  EHartreeFock  Ecorrelation 
Several methods exists that can include correlation eects using the Hartree
Fock single determinant wavefunction as starting point These post HartreeFock
methods include con
guration interaction CI and the MllerPlesset perturba
tion series MPMP see Szabo and Ostlund


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Density Functional Methods
The conventional ab initio methodology is based on the approximate solution of
the manyelectron Schrodinger equation Hohenberg and Kohn

have shown that
the total energy can directly be expressed as a functional of the electronic charge
density This concept lies at the hart of the density functional theory DFT
Instead of working with a complex Ndimensional wavefunction describing the
behaviour of each electron in an Nelectron system DFT allows us to work with
a simple threedimensional function the total electronic density r
Kohn and Sham KS

introduced a practical approach to performing DFT
calculations In the KS approach r of an Nelectron system with N

spin
up and N

spin down electrons is expressed as the sum of the square moduli of
singly occupied orthonormal KohnSham molecular orbitals 

i
and 

i
	
r 
 
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 

r 
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
The unknown energy functional Er is partitioned into three terms	
Er 
 U r  T r  E
XC
r 
where U r is the classical electrostatic energy the sum of the electronnucleus
attractions and the electronelectron Coulomb repulsions	
U r 
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The next term T r is the kinetic energy of the electrons	
T r 
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The last term E
XC
r is the yet to be dened exchange correlation XC
energy functional
Applying the condition that the energy functional is minimized by the ground
state density yields the oneelectron KS equations	

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Just as the HartreeFock equations these equations have to be solved iteratively
until selfconsistency is achieved ie until the input densities and orbitals are
equal within a certain tolerance to the output densities and orbitals
Until now we avoided dealing with the precise nature of the XC energy
functional E
XC
	r
 The simplest approximation to E
XC
	r
 is the Local
Spin Density Approximation LSDA

In LSDA E
XC
	r
 is approximated by
E
XC
	r
 
Z
r 
XC


r 

r dr 
where 
XC


r 

r is the exchange and correlation energy density per parti
cle It is only a function of 

r and 

r at that specic point r in space The
value of 
XC


r 

r has been determined for a homogeneous gas of inter
acting electrons as a function of the total density by means of quantum Monte
Carlo methods

The problem with the LSDA is its systematic overestima
tion of binding energies

and its poor description of the hydrogen bond

To
solve these problems one must adopt gradientcorrected XC energy functionals
Within the Generalized Gradient Approximation GGA 
XC
not only depends
on the density r but also on the gradients of the density r

r and r

r
so that E
XC
	r
 is now given by
E
XC
	r
 
Z
r 
XC


r 

rr

rr

r dr 
Several gradientcorrected exchange and correlation energy functionals exist
They are formulated to address either the exchange or the correlation compo
nent of E
XC
	r
 Commonlyused gradientcorrected exchange functionals are
those of Perdew and Wang
	
and Becke


Popular gradientcorrected correlation
functionals are those of Perdew

and Lee Yang and Parr LYP

Typically a
combination of one of the exchange and one of the correlation gradientcorrected
XC energy functionals is used Finally the hybrid BLYP

functional deserves
to be mentioned The BLYP functional is a mix of  the exact exchange
energy obtained in the same fashion as in a HartreeFock calculation  the
LSDA XC energy and  the gradientcorrected LSDA exchange Becke and
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correlation LYP energy The weight of these three components is optimized to
reproduce a set of highly accurate experimental data

QM calculations on solids
When performing QM calculations on solids the oneelectron wavefunctions 
j
r
must reect the translational symmetry of the lattice Blochs Theorem states
that this condition is satised when	

k
r
T  expik T
k
r 
where T is a direct lattice vector	 k is a reciprocal lattice vector and 
k
is a Bloch
function BF The irreducible part of the reciprocal space spanned by vectors k
kspace is called the First Brillouin Zone The Brillouin zone can be sampled
in a nite number of kpoints to obtain good approximations to the total energy
The oneelectron orbitals in a total energy calculation are most often ex
panded in a set of basis functions	 f
i
rg

j
r 
X
i
c
ij

i
r 
In practical calculations one has to truncate the summation at some	 prefer
ably small	 number	 and it therefore becomes important to use a basis set for
which the error in the representation of the orbitals is quickly converging with
the number of functions The use of a small basis set reduces the time of com
putation and the memory requirements Two basic types of functions are used
for the expansion in Eq localized functions	 or atomic orbital AO based
BFs	 and plane waves For atomic orbitals	 Gaussian type orbitals or numeri
cal orbitals can be used An example of the rst is the program CRYSTAL

and examples of the second are the programs DMol
 
and SIESTA

Atomic
orbitals closely resemble the orbital behavior near the nucleus	 where the valence
orbitals strongly oscillate in order to stay orthogonal to the core orbitals Many
plane waves would be necessary to simulate this oscillatory behaviour The use
of pseudopotentialspseudoorbitals greatly reduces the number of plane waves
required in the expansion	 especially when ultrasoft pseudopotentials are used
see below
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The expression for the expansion of the wave functions in a planewave basis
set is

jk
r 
X
G
c
jkG
expikG  r	 


The sum is over all reciprocal space vectors G and the wave vector k de
termines a point in the rst Brillouin zone The expansion coecients can be
shown to approach zero for large values of the kinetic energy of the plane waves


jkGj

 as the energy otherwise becomes unbounded This suggests a trunca
tion procedure where all plane waves below a given kinetic energy are included
and plane waves above the chosen threshold are discarded This yields a nite
number of plane waves per kpoint VASP

is an example of a program that
uses plane waves in combination with ultrasoft pseudopotentials
Despite the fact that manymore basis functions are always required to expand
an orbital in plane waves than if atomcentered basis functions were used the
use of plane waves is still advantageous for several reasons These include the use
of very ecient Fast Fourier Transform FFT algorithms in the iterative eigen
value solver
	
as well as the conversion back and forth from real to reciprocal
space The kinetic nuclear attraction and Coulomb repulsion contributions to the
total energy are calculated in reciprocal space

while the exchangecorrelation
contribution is calculated in real space
The number of Fourier grid points necessary is determined by the oscillations
in the density The density requires a grid with twice the linear size of the grid
required by the wave functions because the squaring of the wave functions to
obtain the density doubles the frequencies of the Fourier components
To save time on computations one can often benet from doing all the calcu
lations related to the wave functions on a coarse Fourier grid and transport the
wave functions to a denser grid in reciprocal space by Fourier interpolation be
fore doing the few calculations related to the electron density

This doublegrid
technique becomes especially important for larger calculations in the ultrasoft
scheme because the ultrasoft wave functions are much softer than the augmen
tation charge density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Pseudopotentials
One way of avoiding much of the computational expense associated with the all
electron approach is by describing the core region in terms of xed atomic orbitals
that perturb but are not necessarily perturbed by the valence region This is
known as the frozen core approximation The same goal can be achieved through
the use of pseudopotentials
Figure  An illustration of the actual valence wavefunction and electronic po
tential solid lines plotted against distance r from the atomic nucleus The cor
responding pseudowavefunction 
pseudo
and potential is plotted dashed lines
Outside a given radius r
c
 the actual and pseudo wavefunctions are identical
 Chapter 
In the normconserving pseudopotential approach

pseudowavefunctions
are constructed which are equal to the actual valence wavefunctions beyond some
dened core radius r
c
 but dierent inside r
c
 while retaining an identical norm
ie net charge density within the sphere of radius r
c
 See gure 	 
Vanderbilt 



removed the normconservation criterion of the pseudopo
tential so that the pseudowavefunctions inside r
c
could be made as soft as possi
ble Ultrasoft His approach greatly reduces the number of plane waves required
in the expansion of the wavefunction Since the pseudowavefunctions are no
longer normalized one has to correct for the missing charge density by adding
socalled augmentation charge density
 Summary of used mass spectrometry techniques
Chapter  of this thesis deals with the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl
carbamate radical cation studied by mass spectrometry techniques and ab initio
molecular orbital calculations This was a joint project between the Theoretical
Chemistry and Mass Spectrometry groups of the University of Utrecht Below is
a summary of the applied mass spectrometry techniques
In the ionization chamber of a mass spectrometer the sample M

is ionized
by electrons Ejection of an electron from the sample molecule leads to a radical
cation
M

 eM


 	e
The minimum energy required for ionization is the Ionization Energy IE From
the IEM

 and the heat of formation
a
H

f
of the sample M

 the heat of
formation of the ion H

f
M


 can be derived
IEM

  H

f
M


H

f
M


The molecular ion M


can also fragment into a daughter ion M


and a neutral
a
The heat of formation is dened as the enthalpy change H

f
 for the formation of  mol
of a substance in the standard state from the most stable forms of its constituent elements in
their standard states
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M


M


M


M

The energy at which the daughter ionM


rst appears is called the Appearance
Energy AE From the AEM


 the heat of formation of the ion M


can be
derived via the following relation assuming the other H

f
	s are known
AE 
 H

f
M


  H

f
M

H

f
M


Figure  Energy diagram for the fragmentation of an ion M


into the ion M


and neutral M

 Arrows indicate the Appearance Energy AE and the reverse
activation energy E


The above only holds if no reverse reaction energy barrier is involved and the
heat of formation of M


lies below the heat of formation of the products see
gure  The presence of an energy barrier results in a higher value for the AE
which then yields valuable information about the barrier

After passage of the
barrier at least the reverse activation energy is transferred to the fragmentation
product in the form of internal and kinetic energy

This kinetic energy release
 Chapter 
hT i is observable and can be derived from the broadening of the metastable ion
peak Metastable ions are ions to which relatively little energy is transferred by
the ionizing electron The lifetime of these ions is such that they can undergo
rearrangements but fragment somewhere inside the mass spectrometer
Stable ions can be forced to fragment by Collision Activation CA with a
target gas Information about the identity of an ion can also be retrieved by inves
tigating the stability of its neutral counterpart with NeutralizationReionization
Mass Spectrometry NRMS

In this experiment the ion is neutralized and sub
sequently reionized again Finally the neutrals released during ion fragmenta
tion can be studied by Collision Induced Dissociative Ionization Mass Spectra

CIDI
 Outline of this Thesis
Chapter  deals with the Molden package our visualization program of molecular
and electronic structure This program has become central to this research
It is used to calculate a number of dierent types of charges the electrostatic
potential Distributed Multipoles Zmatrix constructs to impose translational
and screw type of symmetry for interfacing with DMAREL and VASP and for
manipulation of crystal structures
Chapter  deals with the development of two new pointcharge models	
 Charges 
t to reproduce the Distributed Multipole derived electrostatic
potential
 ESP charges derived by sampling the electrostatic potential on a number
of surfaces with constant electron density
Chapter  deals with the Quantum Mechanical and Force Field calculations on
Diastereomeric Salts
Chapter  deals with the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical
cation investigated by a combination of mass spectrometry techniques and ab
initio molecular orbital calculations
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Molden a pre and post processing program
for molecular and electronic structures
This chapter has been reproduced with kind permission from G Schaftenaar JH Noordik J
CompAided Molecular Design  	
c
  Kluwer Academic Publishers
 Summary
Molden is a software package for pre and postprocessing of computational chem
istry program data Interfacing to the ab initio programs GAMESSUSUK and
GAUSSIAN and to the SemiEmpirical package MOPAC is provided The em
phasis is on computation and visualization of electronic and molecular properties
but eg reaction pathways can be simulated as well Some molecular properties
of interest are processed directly from the output of the computational chemistry
programs others are calculated in MOLDEN before display The package fea
tures dierent options to display MOLecular electronic DENsity each foccusing
on a dierent structural aspect molecular orbitals electron density molecu
lar minus atomic density and the Laplacian of the electron density To display
dierence density either the spherically averaged atomic density or the oriented
ground state atomic density can be used for a number of standard basis sets The
quantum mechanical electrostatic potential or a distributed multipole expansion
derived electrostatic potential can be calculated and atomic charges can be tted
to these potentials calculated on Connolly surfaces	 Reaction pathways and
molecular vibrations can be visualized Input structures can be generated with
a Zmatrix editor A variety of graphics languages is supported XWindows
postscript VRML and Povray format
 Chapter 
 Introduction
Quantum chemistry programs like Gaussian

and GamessUSUK

and the
semiempirical program Mopac

have become widely accepted as valuable tools
in elds as diverse as drug design synthesis planning and material science The
continuous speedup of computer hardware has made calculations on systems of
interest tractable to the bench chemist This bench chemist however is often
discouraged from using these computational tools because of the use of unfamiliar
concepts or complicated user interfaces Some vendors of computational chem
istry programs are simpling the use of their product by the development of a
customized graphical interface For example GaussView

SYBYL from Tripos

or CERIUS fromMSI

provide interfaces to one or more computational chemistry
packages High quality computer graphics is playing an increasingly important
role in computational chemistry Visualization of computational results is often
the most important road to interpretation
The program Molden adds the power of computer graphics to the interpre
tation of the calculations Other visualization programs feature sophisticated
routines to display structural details but Molden is quite unique in its coverage
of features of the electronic structure Molden has been designed as a general pur
pose tool to overcome the barriers which might hamper the use of computational
chemistry techniques and programs It facilitates the access to these programs
via interactive preparation of program input
Molden does not only visualize results produces by other programs but it
also can calculate several interesting quantities which those programs do not
provide or require multiple invocations of those programs From now on we
will refer to rst form of visualization as direct visualization and the second
form as indirect visualization Prerequisites for indirect visualization such as
the atomic coordinates the basis set the molecular orbital coecients and the
number of electrons are read from the program outputs
Quantities calculated by Molden are
 the electrostatic potential ESP	
 ESP charges a t of point charges to reproduce the electrostatic potential	
 the Distributed Multipole Analysis DMA	
Molden a pre and post processing program for molecular and
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 the orbitals the molecular density or the dierence density
 the Laplacian of the electron density
Other quantities visualized by Molden directly available from the output of
computational chemistry programs include the intermediate and nal results of a
geometry optimisation or saddle point location together with related information
such as energies forces and convergence data the self consistent eld convergence
and normal modes
Although mainly designed as a prepost processing tool for the computa
tional chemistry programs mentioned before and with a focus on the electronic
structure

Molden also provides more general applications to the user Current
options include
 visualization of protein structures as available from the Brookhaven Protein
Data Bank

 visualization of information on protein secondary structure elements such
as alpha helices betasheets or random coil When such information is
not available from the PDB entry it is generated according to the method
described in an early version of the VADAR program

 visualization of crystal structures from the Cambridge Structural Database

as specied in the FDAT le format

including the generation of symme
try equivalent positions and a unit cell and the display of multiple unit
cells
Supported le formats also include the XMOL format

and the Chemx format

User documentation and details of the graphics and visualization aspects of
the program are available as a Web document
URL httpwwwcaoskunnlschaftmoldenmoldenhtml
The appreciation of the program by both computational and bench chemists
may be illustrated by more than 	

 installations worldwide
 Chapter 
 Methods
 Molden as a preprocessor the Zmatrix Editor
Preparation of input for computational chemistry programs often is a problem for
even the computer literate bench chemist The structure of an input le can be
quite complex due to the large number of supported options and the sometimes
complicated rules for parameter specication Either cartesian coordinates or
a Zmatrix can be used for the specication of the molecular geometry In the
Zmatrix approach atom positions are dened with respect to previously dened
atoms by means of internal coordinates such as bond distances bond angles and
dihedral angles For small molecules a Zmatrix can often be constructed by
hand but for larger molecules this quickly becomes tedious and complex
Moldens Zmatrix Editor presents the user complete control over the molecu
lar geometry Modications in internal variables are immediately reected in the
displayed structure and modications in the structure are immediately incorpo
rated in the current Zmatrix New structures can be built adding one atom at
a time or by using internally or externally stored fragments Internal coordinates
can be specied to be variable constant or linked to other internal coordinates
In the latter case two or more internal coordinates are described with one vari
able This is particulary useful in the construction of Zmatrices that reect the
molecular symmetry Geometries constructed with the Zmatrix editor can be
saved as a Zmatrix or using cartesian coordinates Figure 	 shows an example
display with both a molecule display and the corresponding Zmatrix window
Molden a pre and post processing program for molecular and
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Figure  Moldens Zmatrix Editor option The left screen window displays
the editable molecule the right screen window the corresponding Zmatrix and
the editcontrol buttons
 Molden as a postprocessor
Molden processes numerical information produced by computational chemistry
programs This processing can result in direct visualization if all necessary in
formation is already available If such is not the case additional visualization
information will be calculated in an intermediate computational step
Visualization of reaction paths and normal modes
The use of Molden for the animation of reaction paths and normal modes of
vibration of molecules are examples of direct visualization
During a reaction the molecular geometry generally will change These ge
ometrical or conformational changes are correlated with changes in the total
energy Molden can visualize reaction paths from Internal Reaction Coordinate
 Chapter 
IRC calculations optimization andor saddle runs Molden complements such
an animation with a plot of the energy versus geometry point
Information on conformational exibility resulting from thermal motion is
present in the output of computational chemistry programs in the form of nor
mal modes and their frequencies Molden displays normal modes as a series of
geometries The starting geometry is gradually distorted by scaling the atomic
displacement vectors that make up a normal mode Molden allows the animation
to be saved in the form of a VRML scene or a series of GIF les The latter can
be converted with external programs to commonly used animation le formats
such as GIF	
a

also known as gifanim
Figure  shows the racemization of hexahelicene as an example of direct
visualization
Figure  Racemization of hexahelicene The left hand window of the screen
shows the animation In the right hand window an energy plot is displayed
simultaneously By selecting a position on the energy plot the corresponding
molecular geometry will be displayed
Molden a pre and post processing program for molecular and
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Some of Moldens options for the display of electronic structural informa
tion require information not directly available from the computational chemistry
program output In particular the handling of the electron density and charge dis
tribution are far from trivial and require closer attention Generally one or more
additional computational steps are required to generate the required information
Visualization of electron densities
Dierence density
Plots of the dierence or deformation density are often used

to visualize the
eects of chemical bonding In these plots of molecular density minus spherical
atomic density the accumulation and depletion of electron density during bond
formation is shown A classic example is the formation of banana shaped bonds
in cyclopropane as shown in Figure 
For some molecules it has been shown

that the standard deformation
density is small or even negative for certain covalent bonds indicating that the
use of spherically symmetric atomic ground state densities is not always the best
atomic reference Although atomic ground states are spherically symmetric some
degenerate atomic ground states are actually linear combinations of nonspherical
oriented components This degeneration can be lifted even at large interatomic
distances where the very weak longrange inuence of other atoms has an ori
enting eect on the free atom with a degenerate ground state In such cases it is
better to use the oriented nonspherical components of the spherically symmetric
ground states 

Molden incorporates two algorithms for the construc
tion of the dierence density maps The 	rst uses spherically symmetric atomic
densities and the second uses oriented non spherically symmetric atomic densities
The 	rst algorithm is described below

The total molecular electron density  is de	ned as the sum over the densities
of the occupied Molecular Orbitals MOs
	
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Figure  Cyclopropane stog basisset Molecular density minus Atomic density
The standard approach displays the correct density distribution with banana
bonds an increase of electron density positioned outside the CC bond axes
solid contours	 and a depletion of electron density in the inner ring around the
carbon atoms dashed contours	
the electron density matrix
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For the H

molecule	 where the simplest wavefunction consists of a doubly occu
pied MO	 consisting of an s orbital on atoms a and b this leads to
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or in matrix form
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where the matrix in the center is the electron density matrix P P can be thought
of as composed of a set of atomic matrices	 ie matrices refering to the same AO
products as those available to the free atoms	

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and the overlap density matrix	 with matrix elements refering to products of AOs
centered on dierent atoms
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We now dene the dierence or deformation density as the molecular density
minus the spherical atomic density In the case of the H

molecule this becomes

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If an atomic groundstate is not spherical symmetric	 a dierence density plot
will show a misleading decrease in electron density along some bonds Eg	 in
the case of H

O

Figure 	 accumulation of charge density is absent along the
OO axis the xaxis in the molecular frame In this example oxygen has a P
ground state One of the not spherical symmetric components is p

x
p

y
p

z
 Here
the electron density has a maximum along the xaxis Subtracting a spherically
symmetric atom p

x
p

y
p

z
can in such a case result in subtracting too much
density in the y and z directions and too little in the x direction In general	 if an
atom in a molecule has retained much of its ground state character	 it will have
a preferred orientation The eect is most pronounced for the atoms O	F	S and
Cl	 whereas for example C usually has retained most of its spherically symmetric
character
 Chapter 
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    H
Figure  H

O

stog molecular density minus spherical atomic density stan
dard approach Misleading density plot as a result of neglecting the directional
character of atomic density Accumulation of charge density solid contours is
absent along the OO axis
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The algorithm in molden that uses oriented non spherically symmetric atomic
densities modies the atomic density D
atom
of OFS and Cl atoms such that the
sum of D
mol
i jD
atom
i j

becomes minimal with D
mol
being the atomic
part of the molecular density matrix and i and j running over the p
x
 p
y
 p
z
atomic
orbitals Application of this approach to the H

O

molecule results in the plot
shown in Figure  with the expected increase in electron density along the OO
axis
The electron density di	erence function to be minimized becomes in matrix
form
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Where matrix R is a rotation matrix dened by three euler angles The sum
of the squares of this di	erence matrix
P
ixyz
P
jxyz
D

ij
is the quantity that
is actually minimized
The atomic density matrices are stored internally for a number of frequently
used basissets and elements
Molecular orbitals
The second Molden option related to orbital display is the visualization of orbitals
such as frontier molecular orbitals as used in Frontier Molecular Orbital FMO
theory calculations 

Figure  shows the HOMO in the DielsAlder cycloaddition transition state
of butadiene with ethylene which FMO theory predicts to be a HOMOLUMO
reactant combination
The Laplacian of the electron density
A third Molden option for the display of orbital related electron density informa
tion is the Laplacian of the electron density Bader showed

how this quantity
 Chapter 
    O    O
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    H
Figure  H

O

stog Molecular density minus Oriented Oxygens with proper
treatment of directional character of atomic density resulting in the accumulation
of density solid contours along the O	O axis
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can provide interesting information about the chemical bond Most computa
tional chemistry programs have no provision to calculate it
In Molden the Laplacian is calculated according to the following equations By
denition the Laplacian of the electron density is the trace of the second deriva
tive matrix of the density
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The Atomic Orbitals AOs are constructed as a linear combination of carte
sian gaussian type orbitals gtos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The calculation of the Laplacian now breaks down into derivatives over prod
ucts of gtos
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The explicit formulas for the rst and second derivatives over primitive gaus
sians are given by
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Derivatives over y and z follow by analogy The last two equations do not
hold for x  
 and in Molden this has been solved programmatically by letting x
y or z be the smallest possible number within machine precision for these cases
The recovery of the shell structure by the Laplacian in carbon monoxyde is
shown in Figure 
 Chapter 
Figure  Higest Occupied Molecular Orbital of a DielsAlder cycloaddition
transitionstate of butadiene with ethylene Shown are the contour surfaces of
orbital amplitude  Blue	 and  Red	
Molecular charge distribution
Distributed Multipole Analysis
The calculation of the interaction energy of two molecules as implemented in all
force eld based programs is crucially dependent on a correct description of the
Molden a pre and post processing program for molecular and
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electrostatic contribution Most force eld methods describe this term as a sum
of coulomb interactions between partial atomic charges This however does not
take into account the fact that an atom in the eld of other atoms is polarized
and exerts an electric force which is not equal in all directions By representing
the molecular charge distribution by a set of point multipoles on a number of
centers often atomic centers the electrostatic interaction can be modeled far
more accurately 

 Chapter 
Figure  CO stog surface of constant Laplacian	
 showing the s and
valence shells of carbon and oxygen
Such a model automatically includes the eect of lone pair and  electron
density on the intermolecular forces and is widely used to model complexes of
polar

and aromatic molecules

for the prediction of protein side chain struc
tures

and nucleic acid base pairs

and crystal structures

Calculations in the
references quoted were performed with the Orient

and DMAREL

packages
where the latter is specically designed for crystal structure simulations
The Distributed Multipole Analysis has been described by Stone
	

in a
general way but explicit formulae for the required integrals have not been re
ported in the literature Molden has incorporated the calculation of multipole
moments according to the following formalism
The coulomb interaction of two charge distributions can be expressed as a
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multipole expansion in the form
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A molecular charge distribution can be described as set of multipole expan
sions at centers T  where T consists of atomic centers and centers due to in
teratomic overlap density	 According to the gaussian product theorem

the
product of two gaussian type orbitals 
A
and 
B
centered at atomic positions
A and B and with exponents  and  is itself a gaussian function centered at
point T given by
T  A B   	

In Modern Ab Initio programs the AOs are grouped in shells where the sp
andor d orbitals in a shell are a xed linear combination of the same primitive
gaussians and therefore all contribute to a given site T associated with a product
of primitive gaussians	 The Q
lm
are calculated as the expectation value of the
regular spherical harmonics
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Here P
rs
is an element of the density matrix r and s run over all AOs within
shell I and II respectively and each AO is expressed as a linear combination of
gaussian primitive functions 
i
 AO
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A multipole expansion about the point T can be represented as a multipole
expansion about any other point S by means of the formula


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Thus the proliferation of expansion centers can be reduced by shifting some or
all of the overlap charge distribution to the atomic centers Molden oers three
schemes for shifting the overlap charge distribution	
 shift all overlap density to the atomic sites default
 shift all overlap density to the nearest atomic site or to a site halfway
between the bonds
 only shift overlap density between non bonded atoms
Molden calculates the multipole moments up to the hexadecapole rank

since explicit terms in equation  are only available upto hexadecapole moment


We now turn to explicit formulae for the integrals of type h
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regular spherical harmonics can be written as a linear combination of powers of
cartesian coordinates R 
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An expression for h
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overlap integral as described by Saunders
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with k   for odd k and k   for even k TA
x
is the x component of
the vector connecting atomic center A with the center of the gaussian product T 
TB
x
is the x component of the vector connecting atomic center B with the center
of the gaussian product T  AB
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Expressions for I
y
and I
z
can be obtained by replacing l with m and n re
spectively and replacing x by y and z respectively Molden can thus calculate dis
tributed multipole moments for Ab Initio wavefunctions as read from the outputs
of the beforementioned Computational Chemistry packages These distributed
multipole moments can be used to calculate an approximate electrostatic poten
tial using the expression for the coulomb interaction of two multipole expansions
described above The distributed multipole moments are also used to generate
input for the DMAREL program
 Chapter 
The Electrostatic Potential and ESP derived charges
Since the majority of force eld packages is not capable to deal with distributed
multipoles point atomic charges are frequently used to describe the electrostatic
component of the energy in force eld calculations One way to obtain these
charges is by tting an atomcentered monopole approximation to the molecular
electrostatic potential MEP The MEP can be used to predict the sites in a
molecule which are most reactive towards protonation or more generally towards
an electrophilic attack
As rst dened by Bonaccorsi et al

the MEP Vr represents the value
at rst order of perturbation of the interaction energy between molecule M and
a proton located in r
V r 
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The rst term corresponds to nuclear repulsion from the nuclei with charge Z
a
and the second originates from electronic attraction between the proton and the
electron density  The latter is equivalent to the Nuclear Attraction Integrals
NAI required for the construction of the electron Fock matrix in Hartree
Fock calculations

The algorithm currently implemented in Molden calculates
the NAIs utilizing the Rys Polynomial Method

and a scheme developed by
Besler et al

where the MEP is calculated on a number of Connolly surfaces
generated by scaling the Van der Waals radii of the atoms Fitting is accomplished
by a leastsquares procedure It has been noted that charges computed by such a
procedure may be conformationally dependent and procedures exist which allow
for the tting of charges to multiple conformations

It has also been noted

that sometimes not all charges can be determined with the simple leastsquares
procedure By application of a singular value decomposition on the leastsquares
matrix an estimate of the number of charges that can be assigned with statistical
validity can be obtained Both the tting of charges to multiple conformations
and the singular value decomposition approach have not yet been used in Molden
Molden a pre and post processing program for molecular and
electronic structures 
Figure  The Molecular Electrostatic Potential for the water molecule
MEP	 
 Hartree grey area 	

Molden calculates the MEP for a variety of plots the D contour plot the
D isocontour plot as in Figure  and colorcoded on a Van der Waals surface
 Chapter 
 Discussion
We have presented a description of the current state of development of Molden
The animation options and the treatment of dierence density the Laplacian of
the electron density the distributed multipoles and the electrostatic potential
have been extended and where necessary theoretically underpinned Ongoing
development include the incorporation of charges tted to the DMA derived elec
trostatic potential Preliminary calculations have shown that the computational
costs of the procedure are orders of magnitude less than those of the traditional
ESP charge calculations The location of extrema on the electrostatic potential
map the interfacing to the DMAREL program and visualization of the spin den
sity are other Molden developments Some computational chemistry programs are
being interfaced to Molden eg the Quantum Theory Project

the MOLPRO
package

and the ADF package

Prof A Bencini Inorganic Computational
Chemistry University of Florence Molden has established a sizeable user base
world wide
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Chapter 
The eect of isodensity surface sampling on
ESP derived charges and the eect of adding
bondcenters on DMA derived charges
This chapter has been reproduced with kind permission from G Schaftenaar JH Noordik J
CompAided Molecular Design  
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 Summary
The eect of sampling the electrostatic potential around a molecule on the quality
of electrostatic potential derived charges is investigated In addition the eect of
the number of expansion sites in a Distributed Multipole Analysis on the quality
of charges tted to the DMA derived electrostatic potential is investigated Sam
pling on constant electron density surfaces gives a better t between the quantum
mechanical potential and the potential derived from the tted charges compared
to sampling on a Van der Waals surface composed of intersecting spheres The t
between the electrostatic potential derived from point charges and the quantum
mechanical potential becomes poorer with an increasing quality of the employed
basis set The inclusion of bondcenters into the calculations improves the t
between the Quantum Mechanical electrostatic potential and the DMA derived
potential The number of expansion sites needed for an accurate approximation
of the QM electrostatic potential increases with increasing quality of the used
basis set
 Introduction
Classical force eld methods use Coulombs law to describe the electrostatic inter
actions of molecules This requires the use of point charges Most force elds use
 Chapter 
a quick calculation of point charges based on electronegativity rules 

Several
methods exist to determine point charges from a Quantum Mechanical QM
calculation These methods can be subdivided into a class where charges are
determined by some scheme that partitions the electron density over the atoms
Mulliken

Bader

Hirshfeld

 and a class where charges are optimized to re
produce the QM electrostatic potential ESP by employing a leastsquares t
of the model on point charges based potential and the QM potential From
now on we will refer to these charges as QMESP charges Methods in the latter
class dier mainly by how and where the electrostatic potential in sampled in the
surrounding molecular space

These methods sometimes have problems with
statistically poorly determined charges on buried centers The RESP method
	
was developed to deal with this problem by allowing the simultaneous t of
charges for multiple conformations
However using point charges to describe electrostatic contributions neglects
the fact that an atom in the eld of other atoms is polarized and exerts an electric
force which is not spherically symmetric By representing the molecular charge
distribution as a set of multipoles on a number of centers the electrostatic interac
tion can be modeled far more accurately 


Stone


has described a generally
applicable method for the determination of distributed multipole moments from
electron density determined using Quantum Mechanics QM However most
force eld methods cannot handle multipoles and rely on atomic partial charges
to describe electrostatic interactions Exceptions are the tinker package by Pon
der

and the DMAREL program 

The distributed multipoles can still be useful
for point charges based force elds since the DMA derived electrostatic potential
can be used to obtain DMA derived charges DMAESP charges The advantage
of these DMAESP charges over the conventional QMESP charges is a decrease
in computational cost of a two orders of magnitude A procedure to calculate
the DMAESP charges is available in our program Molden and has recently been
developed independently by Winn et al

DMAESP charges are not equivalent
to the monopoles which are the lowest rank of multipoles resulting from a Dis
tributed Multipoles Analysis These monopoles suer from the same deciency
as charges derived from a Mulliken population analysis

in which the overlap
density is equipartitioned over the contributing atoms which is a quite arbitrary
choice as explained by Williams

In the DMA approach the overlap density is
The eect of isodensity surface sampling on ESP derived charges and
the eect of adding bondcenters on DMA derived charges 
shifted see formula  from the previous article

 to the nearest expansion
site In the standard approach this expansion site is an atomic site which is
an equally arbitrary choice as equipartitioning The rst objective of this work
is to evaluate the quality of DMAESP charges in comparison with conventional
QMESP charges
The second objective of this work is to improve the quality of both ESP and
DMAESP charges by better sampling of the QM or DMA derived electrostatic
potential around the molecule
 Methods
 The quality of DMA derived charges versus QMESP charge
The agreement between of DMAESP charges and conventional QMESP charges
is limited by how well the DMA derived electrostatic potential approximates the
QM electrostatic potential From now on we will refer to the QM electrostatic
potential as 	true potential	 Not shifting the overlap density to atomic sites
should in priciple produce the best agreement between the DMA potential and the
QM potential This method is only tractable for the smallest molecules because
the number of overlap sites scales with the square of the number of primitive
cartesian gaussians used to describe the electron density and thus increases with
basis
set quality It is expected that increasing the number of expansion sites will
systematically improve the agreement between the true electrostatic potential
and the DMA derived potential and that more expansion sites are needed as the
quality of the basis
set increases We will compare the agreement between the
DMAESP charges with those of the true ESP equivalent for two DMA variants
the standard approach with only atomic expansion sites and a variant where
bondcenters have been added
The quality of the DMA derived potential can be inspected by visualizing
the dierence between the QM potential and the DMA derived potential The
quality of the charges will be judged by the root mean square of the dierence
in atomic partial charges derived from the QM potential and the DMA derived
potential Qrms for a test suite of molecules The mathematical background of
electrostatic potentials the charge tting procedure and the Distributed Multi

 Chapter 
pole Analysis are covered earlier in some detail 

The methylammonium
propanol salt of a cyclic phosphoric acid the socalled pacomplex has highly
localized charges the phosphorus is strongly positive and two of the oxygens
bonded to it carry a nearly full negative charge An additional positive charge
is located on the nitrogen atom and the complex has two hydrogen bonds see
Figure 	
 For an accurate QM calculation diuse functions on the negatively
charged oxygens are required This complex will serve as a test case for a highly
inhomogeneous electrostatic potential
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Figure  Test suite pacomplex with highly localized charges
 The eect of sampling on the quality of DMA derived charges
and QMESP charges
The second objective of this work is an attempt to improve the quality of both
ESP and DMAESP charges by better sampling of the QM or DMA derived
electrostatic potential around the molecule The quality criterion in all ESP
The eect of isodensity surface sampling on ESP derived charges and
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methods is a minimal quadratic sum of the deviation of the model potential from
the QM electrostatic potential at the points used in the t Henceforth we will
refer to it as the goodnessoft or GOF
Figure  Isopotential surfaces potential	 Hartree yellow
 	 Hartree
red

 of the cytosine molecule for three types of potentials a
 the QM electro
static potential b
 the DMA derived potential and c
 the ESP charges derived
potential
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is the QM electric potential and V
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the model potential which is given
by Coulombs law
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where i runs over the points sampling the electric potential m in total and
j runs over the number of charges to be tted n in total r
ij
is the distance
 Chapter 
between point charge j and sampling point i Large potentials and large devia
tions tend to be strongly expressed in the GOF giving unfairly great weights to
the points nearby atoms This may ultimately result in a poor t of the potential
at the sampling points with small potentials and a decrease in quality of the
charges associated with it It is therefore crucial for the quality of the t not
to oversample large potential values Williams experimented with the limit of
the inner boundary of the Van der Waals surface The t to the QM potential
rms and rrms became worse at the smaller boundary and better at the larger
boundary

Singh and Kollman

located potential grid points in equally spaced
shells located at  	 
 and  times the Van der Waals radii However
using such a Van der Waals surface one uses the same Van der Waals radii re
gardless of the dierent atomic environments In contrast to a neutral oxygen a
negatively charged oxygen atom is likely to have an electrondensity distribution
that extends further into space which corresponds with a slightly larger Van der
Waals radius Using a smaller radius will result in sampling points with a higher
electron density with respect to the neutral oxygen This in turn could lead to
oversampling of high ESP values for some of the oxgygen atoms with respect to
others The magnitude of this eect will increase with increasing level of detail
of the basisset since a more exible basisset allows the atoms to extend further
into space
To avoid these problems we propose to sample the electrostatic potential
on a number of surfaces with constant electron density or isodensity surfaces
This has the advantage of minimizing electroncloud penetration eects As two
molecules approach each other their potentials are distorted by electroncloud
penetration eects

Using isodensity surfaces ensures that local dierences in
electroncloud penetration are small in the area where the electrostatic potential
is sampled The values of the electron density are chosen such that the isodensity
surfaces approach best the Van der Waals shells employed by Singh and Kollman
Sampling also eects the quality of DMAESP charges as compared to QMESP
charges The QM potential and the DMA derived potential and the ESP charges
derived potential behave dierently near the atoms See Figure  When r
the distance to a particular atom is small the QM potential is a function of the
nuclear charge divided by r whereas a charges derived potential and the DMA de
rived potential in rst approximation are a function of partial charge divided by
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r Sampling too close to the atoms will therefore reduce the quality of DMAESP
charges As discussed above both the quality of the QMESPDMAESP charges
and the correspondence between QMESP and the DMAESP are dependent on the
quality of the basisset used therefore we will present the basisset dependency
as a separate topic QMESP charges mentioned in this work were all calculated
using the scheme by Singh and Kollman

Figure  Graphical illustration of the dierence between the QM electrostatic
potential and the DMA potential with only atomic expansion sites for the cytosine
molecule Shown as surfaces with constant potential v v  yellow and v 
red v	 Hartree 
 kcalmol
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Figure  The dierence of the QM electrostatic potential and the QMESP
charges derived potential a the DMA potential derived with atomic expansion
sites only b and the DMA potential derived with atomic and bond centers
expansion sites c Shown as surfaces with constant function values 	
 v 	v
 yellow and v  red v Hartree  kcal
mol for gures b and c
v Hartree  kcal
mol  for gure a Also shown is the surface with
constant density value  eBohr

blue color
 Results
 DMA derived charges
In Table  two variants of DMAESP charges are compared with the true
QMESP charges charge set  using the root mean square dierences of the
atomic partial charges Qrms as criterion In the rst variant only the atoms
were used as expansion sites charge set 	 In the second variant in addition
bondcenters were included as expansion sites charge set  Both Van der Waals
surface sampling and the isodensity surface sampling were performed They are
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designated by VDW and ISO respectively
Table  Comparison of the root mean square Qrms of the dierence between
DMAESP charges and QMESP charges for two types of electrostatic potential
sampling van de Waals surface sampling VDW and isodensity surface sam	
pling  QMESP charges 
 DMA with atomic expansion sites  DMA with
bondcenter sites added
compound Qrms
VDW

Qrms
VDW

Qrms
ISO

Qrms
ISO

H

O

   
tetrahydrofuran

   	
metoxymethyl 
   	
metoxytetrahydrofuran

cytosine


   
pa complex


 
  
benzene


  	 

	g


	g
A comparison of the charges calculated with the two DMA variants shows that
the addition of bondcenters charge set 	 to only atomic expansion sites charge
set  reduces the Qrms values for both VDW surface sampling and isodensity
surface sampling The dierence in Qrms values is about a factor  for VDW
surface sampling and about a factor  for isodensity surface sampling clearly
showing the improved charges resulting from the isodensity surface sampling
In Figure 		 the overall dierence between the QM potential and the DMA
potential with atomic expansion sites only is illustrated graphically for the cyto
sine molecule This dierence is positive yellow near the atoms and negative
red between the atoms ie the region of space closest to the bondcenters
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This observation suggested that the agreement between both potentials could be
improved by adding expansion sites at the bond centers
The improvement of the t is presented graphically in Figure  which shows
the dierence function between the QM electrostatic potential and three derived
potentials
 a	 The electrostatic potential derived from QMESP charges
 b	 The DMA derived potential with atomic expansion sites only
 c	 The DMA derived potential with atomic and bond centers expansion
sites
Figure  clearly shows that the error resulting from sampling the space
outside the isodensity surface is larger for the DMA derived potential with only
atomic expansion sites b	 than for the potential derived with bondcenter ex

pansion sites added c	 The error surfaces extend further into space for smaller
absolute values of the error v This can be understood if one considers that close
to the atomic sites the dierence function always becomes strongly positive be

cause of the dierent behaviour of the QM potential and the derived potentials
in this region as discussed above It can also be seen that the DMA derived
potentials are in far better agreement with the QM potential than the QMESP
charges derived potential
 Isodensity surface sampling vs Van der Waals surface sampling
For the pa
complex in our test suite distances of dierent oxygen atoms to the
surface with density value  eBohr

 are given in Table  It can be seen
that the extension in space varies up to 

Angstrom from a hydroxyl oxygen
OH	 to the negatively charged oxygen bonded to phosphorus O	
For the same compound this isodensity surface for two dierent basis
sets 

g and 
g	 and a Van der Waals surface of intersecting spheres scaled by
a factor of  are shown in Figure  This Van der Waals surface approximates
the isodensity surface quite well for the medium sized basis
set but it lays well
inside the isodensity surface of the bigger basis
set
Van der Waals surface sampling will include more higher density points for the
medium size basis
set than for the larger basis
set This is equivalent to sampling
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Figure  Isodensity surface with density value  eBohr

for two dierent
basissets 	
g 	top and g 	bottom The electrostatic potential is color
coded on the surface 	positive values orange negative values blue The Van der
Waals surface of intersecting spheres with a Van der Waals radius scaled by a
factor  is shown as a solid surface
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Table  Distance to the surface with constant density for dierent oxygen
atoms in the pacomplex
Atom Distance in

Angstroms to isodensity surface
density eBohr


OH 	
O 

O 
O
 
O 
more points with a lower electrostatic potential since higher electron density
means more shielding of the nuclear charge Only for the medium quality basis
set isodensity surfaces at density values   and  eBohr

are fairly well approximated by Van der Waals surfaces located at   and
 times the Van der Waals radii respectively
Comparison of the goodnessoft between VDW surface sampling and iso
density surface sampling See table 

 shows that the isodensity surface sam
pling yields signicantly better goodnessoft values There is also a general
trend towards better correspondence with the QM dipole moment when isoden
sity surface sampling is used although this trend is not as strong as with the
GOF values
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Table  Comparison of the Van der Waals surface sampling VDW and the
isodensity surface sampling ISO based on the GOFs in kcalmol and the
di	erences D between the dipolemoment based on charges and the quantum

mechanical dipole moment D both in Debye
Compound GOF
V DW
GOF
ISO
D
V DW
D
ISO
D
H

O

  	 
 
tetrahydrofuran


	 	  
 

metoxymethyl 
 	
   
metoxytetrahydrofuran

cytosine


    
pa complex

	 	   


benzene

 	   


g


g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Figure  The dierence function of the QM electrostatic potential g basisset and a QMESP charges derived
potential b	 c	 d three variants of the DMA derived potential
 Shown as surfaces with constant function value
v for the pacomplex
 v  yellow and v  red
 v
 Hartree 
 kcalmol for b	c	d and v

Hartree 
 kcalmol  for a
 the surface with constant density value 
 eBohr

is shown in blue
Figure  The dierence function of the QM electrostatic potential g basisset and a QMESP charges
derived potential b	 c	 d three variants of the DMA derived potential
 Shown as surfaces with constant function
value v for the pacomplex
 v  yellow and v  red
 v
 Hartree 
 kcalmol for b	c	d and
v
 Hartree 
 kcalmol  for a
 the surface with constant density value 
 eBohr

is shown in blue
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Figure  The dierence function of the QM electrostatic potential g basisset and DMA derived potential	 a
frontside view and c backside view of 
pacomplex
 for bond center sites only b and d idem with hydrogenbond
center sites added Shown are surfaces with constant function value v v yellow and v red v Hartree 
kcalmol The surface with constant density value  eBohr

is shown in blue
Figure  The dierence function of the QM electrostatic potential g basisset and DMA derived poten
tial	 a frontside view and c backside view of 
pacomplex
 for bond center sites only b and d idem with
hydrogenbond center sites added Shown are surfaces with constant function value v v yellow and v red v
Hartree  kcalmol The surface with constant density value  eBohr

is shown in blue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Basisset quality inuences the t between the QM electrostatic potential and
derived potentials This eect is clearly shown by the GOF values presented in
Table  The eect is most pronounced for Van der Waals surface sampling
There the GOF becomes signicantly worse with increasing basisset quality
For isodensity surface sampling the GOF is not only better but also does not
signicantly increase with increasing basisset quality
Table  The GOF in kcalmol as a function of the basisset quality for Van
der Waals surface sampling VDW and isodensity surface sampling ISO Data
presented are for the 	pacomplex	
basis set GOF
V DW
GOF
ISO
stog 	
 
 
g 	 	
 g   

Besides eecting the t basisset quality also eects the reliability of the
DMAESP charges Independent of sampling method and the DMA variant used
the deviation of DMAESP charges from QMESP charges deteriorates with in
creasing basisset quality as shown by the Qrms values in Table 
The larger the basis set one selects to calculate the QM electrostatic potential
the less is the t with derived potentials and the less charges can be approximated
by any less compute intensive method However by addition of more expansion
sites to the DMA analysis DMA derived potentials can be systematically im
proved
The deteriorating agreement with increasing basisset exibility between QM
electrostatic potential and derived potentials and the improvement in t by
adding additional expansion sites is illustrated graphically in Figures  
	 and  The decrease in t is understood by considering that the ratio
atomic plus overlap sites versus atomic plus bond center sites becomes increas
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Table  Root mean square values Qrms of the deviation of DMAESP charges
from QMESP charges as a function of basisset quality and sampling method Van
der Waals surface sampling VDW and isodensity surface sampling ISO Data
for the 	pacomplex	 
 QMESP charges  DMA with atomic expansion sites
 DMA with bondcenter sites added
basis set Qrms
VDW

Qrms
VDW

Qrms
ISO

Qrms
ISO

stog    
 g   	 
 g 
 	   
ingly unfavorable with increasing exibility of the basisset used Figures  
g basisset and 	 g
 basisset show the dierence function between
the QM electrostatic potential and four derived potentials for the molecular pa
complex
 a The electrostatic potential derived from ESP charges
 b The DMA derived potential with atomic expansion sites only
 c The DMA derived potential with atomic and bond centers expansion
sites
 d The DMA derived potential with atomic bond center and hydrogen
bond center expansion
Comparison of Figures  and 	 shows the basisset eect the systematic
improvement as a result of the addition of expansion sites is clearly illustrated in
going from a to d in both Figure  and 	
The improvement of the t between the QM electrostatic potential and DMA
derived potentials as an eect of the addition of hydrogenbond center expansion
 Chapter 
sites on top of atomic and bond center sites is shown in more detail in Figures
 and  where we zoom in on potentials c and d above
The eect of the addition of hydrogenbond center expansion sites on the
quality of the 	t is most signi	cant at the back side of the molecule where the
spacial extension of electron density is less pronounced The locations where the
DMA derived potential still deviates from the QM potential could be identi	ed
as oxygen lone pair sites
 Timings
Table 
 shows a comparison of times needed to calculate QMESP charges
t
QMESP
 and DMAESP charges t
DMAESP
 as a function of the number of basis
functions used to describe the QM electron density The ratio t
QMESP
 t
DMAESP
increases in favor of the DMAESP charges with increasing number of basis func
tions ranging from 
 for small systems to 
 for larger systems
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Table  Comparison of the calculation time of QMESP charges t
QMESP
 and
DMAESP charges t
DMAESP
 as a function of number of basis functions used
Timings are in seconds
Compound t
QMESP
t
DMAESP
t
QMESP
 Basis
t
DMAESP
Functions
H

O

   
benzene

   
cytosine

   
tetrahydrofuran

 	 	 
metoxymethyl   
 
metoxytetrahydrofuran

pa complex


   

g

g
 Conclusions
Calculations on a set of test molecules with wide variety of charge distributions
were performed to establish the quality of the DMA derived electrostatic poten
tials and the eect of the sampling method on the quality of charges tted to
a DMA derived potential The advantage of DMAESP charges over the con
ventional QMESP charges is a decrease in computational cost of a few orders
of magnitude It was found that the quality of the DMA derived electrostatic
potential can be systematically improved by adding additional expansion sites
to the DMA analysis and that more sites are needed with increasing basisset
quality The same procedure improves the DMAESP charges as well Sam
pling the electrostatic potential on isodensity surfaces instead of sampling on a
Van der Waals surfaces improves both ESP and DMAESP charges Using the
 Chapter 
isodensity sampling method and a suciently large number of expansion sites
DMAESP charges can be calculated in good agreement with the conventional
QMESP charges with typical errors being smaller than one percent
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Chapter 
Quantum mechanical and force eld calculations
on the diastereomeric salts of cyclic phosphoric
acids with ephedrine
 Summary
We have calculated the relative lattice energies of the diastereomers of cyclic phos
phoric acid and its chlorine derivative with ephedrine with various computational
models and compared them with experimental data All computational models
gave good structural agreement with the experiment but only somemodels repro
duced the experimental stability order Calculations with the DREIDING force
eld in combination with several charge sets failed to reproduce the experimental
stability order of the diastereomers By using distributed multipoles to model
the electrostatic interactions in force eld calculations the correct stability order
was reproduced in one case but the results are very sensitive to the factor used
for scaling the electrostatic interactions and to conformational energy corrections
of the rigid bodies Quantum mechanical calculations with the DMol

density
functional package predict a correct stability order for one pair of diastereomers
but fail to position a third polymorph correctly Similar calculations with the
VASP and SIESTA density functional packages predict the stability order of all
diastereomers correctly at the  point in kspace With better kspace sampling
however the agreement between theory and experiment becomes less An ex
perimentally unknown chlorinefree analogue of the experimentally most stable
chlorinecontaining diastereomer was calculated to be the least stable Model
systems of the two types of hydrogenbonded chains observed in a series of dia
stereomeric salts with screw and translational symmetry were optimized at the
HartreeFock and density functional level The experimentally most frequently
 Chapter 
occurring hydrogenbonded chain with screw axis symmetry was calculated to be
the most stable
 Introduction
During the synthesis of optically active compounds one often obtains a racemic
mixture of stereoisomers These stereoisomers or enantiomers may have very dif
ferent biological activities In the worst case the undesired enantiomer may be
highly toxic or even teratogenic The Softenon aair

was a dramatic example
of this One way of purifying a racemic mixture is to add a socalled resolving
agent to the mixture The resolving agent is necessarily also an optically active
compound that forms diastereomeric salts with the enantiomers of the racemic
mixture A good resolving agent yields diastereomeric salts with very dierent
solubilities This method is known as selective crystallization of diastereomers
In his PhD thesis Leusen

proved that chiral discrimination is not a solution de
termined property but manifests itself mainly in the solid state He established
a model that links the resolution eciency to the crystal lattice energy dierence
between diastereomeric salt pairs

Leusen tried to model the lattice energy dier
ences between ve diastereomeric salt pairs of ephedrine
a
and a cyclic phosphoric
acid
b
with molecular mechanics force eld calculations

A good agreement be
tween calculated and experimental structures was found The calculated energy
dierences however were not in agreement with experiment and in some cases
the stability order was predicted incorrectly He concluded that the description
of the electrostatic interactions within the force eld was insuciently accurate
and that the inclusion of polarization terms in the force eld is essential Whilst
Leusen worked on a system with highly localized charges Hansen performed sim
ilar calculations on a much wider range of compounds including diastereomeric
salts

She concluded that force elds are generally not very good at reproducing
the relative stability order of polymorphs Limitations of the force elds are their
inabilities to handle crystals of compounds containing phosphorous or sulpher
as used by Leusen Hansen also concluded that it is not generally possible to
show that a particular charge set is superior ie she showed that a given charge
a
methylaminoethyl benzyl alcohol
b
dimethyl	hydroxy
phenyl	dioxaphosphorinane 	oxide
Quantum mechanical and force eld calculations on the
diastereomeric salts of cyclic phosphoric acids with ephedrine 
scheme performed well for some structures and badly for others From the above
it is clear that an improvement in the description of the electrostatic interactions
would be crucial for improving the reproduction of the relative stability order of
diastereomeric salts and polymorphs The aim of our work is to nd such better
computational methods
This may be accomplished in a number of ways
 using force eld calculations with improved models of point charges by
 modelling charges according to quantum mechanical derived electro
static potentials of the anioncation complexes of the diastereomeric
salts instead of the ions alone In this way we intend to incorporate
some polarization of the anion by the cation and vice versa
 doing the same for multiple conformations of the ions andor the anion
cation complex
 improving the quality of the models of the charges by better sampling
of the quantum mechanical electrostatic potential This is accom
plished by sampling the potential on isodensity surfaces as opposed to
the oftenused used sampling on a van der Waals surface
 employing force eld calculations with distributed multipoles instead of
point charges to describe the electrostatic interactions
 using quantum mechanical codes that can deal with periodic boundary
conditions appropriate for a crystalline lattice
We evaluated these methods on a subset of two of the diastereomeric salt pairs
used by Leusen These are the salt pairs of ephedrine with cyclic phosphoric acid
CPA and ephedrine with chlorinesubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid ClCPA
Accurate experimental geometries and relative lattice energies are available for
these systems

The second objective of our work is to understand the relative stabilities of
subsystems of the dierent crystal packings of these diastereomeric salts	 in par
ticular the two dierent types of hydrogen bonded chains found in these crystals
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 Methods
 The crystal structures of cyclic phosphoric acid derivatives and
ephedrine
We have studied a subset of two of the diastereomeric salt pairs used by Leusen
These are the diastereomeric salts pairs of cyclic phosphoric acid with ephedrine
CPAE and chlorinesubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid with ephedrine ClCPA
E The reason for limiting ourselves to these structures is the computational cost
of the quantum mechanical calculations involved These two particular pairs of
diastereomeric salts were chosen on the basis of extreme dierences in lattice
energies The highest dierence in experimental lattice energy was found for
the salt pair of chlorosubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid about  kcalmol and
lowest zero within experimental error for unsubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid
Whilst the 	rst stands the best chance of being outside the error range inherent
in the dierent computational methodologies the second can be used as a null
calibration Table 
 shows the absolute and relative experimental heats of
formation and the entropycorrected lattice enthalpy dierence H
corr
solid
as de	ned
by Leusen for the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE Throughout this article
we use the H
corr
solid
data for comparison with calculated lattice energy dierences
The structures of diastereomeric salts pair CPAE have the reference codes
FIMVEC and FILGAI in the Cambridge Structural Database CSD

The struc
tures of diastereomeric salts pair ClCPAE have the CSD reference codes FIM
TUQ and FIMVAY Table 
 includes the names of the salts used by Leusen et
al
The structure SUMWEC is a polymorph of the FIMVAY structure 

It was
discovered after the publication of Frank Leusens PhD thesis No solubility
data have been published for this polymorph so its H
corr
solid
value can not be
calculated The dierence between the relative heats of formation and H
corr
solid
is very small for the diastereomers FILGAI and FIMVEC So we have used the
relative heat of formation for the structurally very similar SUMWEC Figure 

shows deprotonated CPA and protonated ephedrine the forms in which they are
present in the diastereomeric salts with a rough indication of the charge centres
Figure 
 shows the experimental structures of the diastereomers of CPA
FIMVEC FILGAI and ClCPA FIMTUQ SUMWEC FIMVAYwith ephedrine
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Table  Absolute and relative experimental heats of formation and the entropy
corrected lattice enthalpy dierence H
corr
solid
in kcalmol	 of the diastereomers
of CPAE and ClCPAE
Name refcode H
f
H
f
H
corr
solid
CPAE
INAP FIMV EC     
INAM FILGAI     
ClCPAE
CLINAP FIMTUQ    
CLAM SUMWEC 	 
CLINAM FIMV AY     

The diastereomeric salt pairs are structurally similar This can be seen
in Figure  which shows the match of the salt pair of the unsubstituted
CPA FIMVECFILGAI and the match of the salt pair of ClCPA FIMTUQ
SUMWEC All ve crystal structures adopt the P

space group characterized
by a twofold screwaxis along the crystallographic baxis Apparently this crys
tal packing can accommodate both enantiomers of ephedrine without too much
strain
There is also a strong structural similarity between the unsubstituted and
chlorosubstituted CPA salts This can be seen in Figure  which shows the
match between the unsubstituted cyclic phosphoric acid salt FIMVEC with its
chlorine derivative counterpart FIMTUQ and the match between the unsubsti
tuted cyclic phosphoric acid salt FILGAI and its chlorine derivative counterpart
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Figure  Cyclic phosphoric acid and ephedrine in protonated and deprotonated
forms with a rough indication of the charge centres
SUMWEC This shows that the larger chlorine can be accommodated with little
strain
These four crystal structures all adopt the same crystal packing It is char
acterized by a screwsymmetric hydrogen bonded chain as shown in Figure 
This crystal packing is adopted in eight structures studied by Leusen
The most stable chlorosubstituted CPA salt FIMVAY adopts a very dier
ent crystal packing characterized by hydrogen bonded chains with translational
symmetry as shown in Figure 	
Figures 
 and  show simplied forms of the hydrogen bonded chains with
translational and screw symmetry respectively NO and NO are dened as
the vectors from the ephedrine nitrogen hydrogenbond donor to the phosphoric
acid oxygen hydrogenbond acceptor With screw symmetry the two vectors are
distinct Whilst NO runs roughly parallel with the chain NO is more or less
perpendicular to the chain direction With translational symmetry the dierence
between the two is not very distinct
The vector lengths of NONO pairs in eight diastereomers with a screw
symmetric Hbond chain have a more or less linear relationship in which the
structure with the translational symmetric Hbond chain does not t see Fig
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Figure  The experimental structures of the diastereomers of CPAE
FIMVECFILGAI and ClCPAE FIMTUQSUMWECFIMVAY correspond
ing CSD reference codes in parenthesis

Figure  shows the average lengths of NO and NO as a function of the
number of occurences N in diastereomers The diastereomers with screw sym	
metric H	bonded chains form a cluster with a mean distance of 
  

A
which is quite dierent from the diastereomer displaying translationally symmet	
ric H	bonded chains Apparently the screw symmetric chain has some compen	
satory exibility in the lengths of the NO and NO vectors when NO shortens
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Figure  Match between the diastereomer pairs of CPAE FIMVECFILGAI
and diastereomer pairs of ClCPAE FIMTUQSUMWEC
NO lengthens and vice versa Some reservations about these conclusions how
ever are in order since the limited number of data points does not allow for
truely reliable statistics
 Computational methods
Classical force eld methods use Coulombs law to describe the electrostatic in
teractions of molecules This assumes the use of point charges Most force elds
use a quick calculation of point charges based on electronegativity rules 

Sev
eral methods exist to determine the value of local point charges from a quantum
mechanical QM calculation These methods can be subdivided into a class
where charges are determined by some scheme that partitions the electron den
sity over the atoms Mulliken

Bader

Hirshfeld

 and a class where charges
are optimized to reproduce the QM electrostatic potential ESP by employing a
leastsquares t of the model potential based on point charges to the QM poten
tial Methods in the latter class di	er mainly by how and where the electrostatic
potential is sampled

These methods sometimes have problems with numeri
cally poorly determined charges on buried centres The restrained ESP method
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Figure  Match between the diastereomers of CPAE FIMVEC and FILGAI
and their ClCPAE counterparts FIMTUQ and SUMWEC
RESP

was developed to deal with this problem by allowing the simultane
ous tting of charges for multiple conformations In our work we tried rstly to
improve the description of the electrostatic interactions by using ESP charges t
to the quantum mechanical electrostatic potential of the anioncation complex of
the diastereomeric salts instead of the ions alone as done by Leusen In this
way one might expect to incorporate some polarization of the anion caused by
the cation and vice versa We also tried to improve the electrostatics using the
RESP method and nally we tried to improve the quality of the charges by bet
ter sampling of the quantummechanical electrostatic potential We accomplished
this by sampling the potential on isodensity surfaces as opposed to sampling on
a van der Waals surface We have already developed this method for the same
purpose

In combination with these charges we use the DREIDING  force
eld

as implemented in the Cerius

program

for energy minimizations of the
cell parameters and the atomic positions
However using point charges to describe electrostatic contributions neglects
the fact that an atom in the eld of other atoms is polarized and produces an
electric force which is not spherically symmetric By representing the molecular
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Figure  Example of the crystal packing class with screwsymmetric hydrogen
bonded chains along the baxis Three unit cells are shown along this axis
charge distribution as a set of multipoles on a number of centres the electrostatic
interaction can be modelled far more accurately Stone

described a generally
applicable method for the determination of distributed multipole moments from
a quantum mechanically determined electron density However most force eld
methods cannot handle multipoles and rely on partial charges to describe elec
trostatic interactions Exceptions are the TINKER package by Ponder

an
adaptation of the TINKER package by Mooij et al

incorporating polarizable
multipoles and the DMAREL program 

Our computational chemistry pro
gram MOLDEN
	
was adapted to calculate distributed multipole moments from
a quantum mechanical wavefunction and to interface with both the Mooij ver
sion of TINKER and the DMAREL program Only intermolecular interactions
can be optimized with DMAREL the intramolecular conformations remain rigid
We used the DMAREL program to perform force eld minimizations of the cell
parameters and the rigid bodies of the ephedrine and cyclic phosphoric ions
The methods described above all use the properties of the isolated ions or
complexes to describe the periodic system In a more complete description of
a periodic system the ionscomplexes feel the presence of their symmetry and
translationally related copies resulting in polarization and or charge transfer
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Figure  Example of the crystal packing class with translationallysymmetry
hydrogen bonded chains along the baxis Three unit cells are shown along this
axis
eects Quantum mechanical packages that can handle periodic systems incor
porate these eects These packages usually employ density functional theory
DFT

for the energy evaluation Unlike the HartreeFock HF method
that completely neglects electron correlation within DFT it can be taken into
account to a large extent DFT is computationally less demanding than other
methods for incorporating electron correlation such as the postHF singles and
doubles conguration interaction SDCI

and second order MllerPlesset per
turbation theory MP	

Table 
	 shows a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the density
functional theory DFT in terms of the dierent types of interaction present
in the system studied Hydrogen bonding is well described by DFT when used
within the generalized gradient approximation GGA

The lack of long range
dispersion in exchangecorrelation functionals within the generalized gradient ap
proximation yields a purely repulsive van der Waals potential
	
Meijer


and
Hobza

reported that frequently used exchangecorrelation functionals yield a
purely repulsive benzene dimer potential From these considerations it can be
 Chapter 
NO2
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Figure  Small model translationally symmetric Hbonded chain used for ge
ometry optimizations
concluded that dierences in lattice energy between diastereomeric salts can only
be calculated accurately with DFT if the contributions to the total energy from
ringring and van der Waals interactions in the dierent diastereomers are very
similar Recently Rovira

corrected for the lack of long range dispersion by
adding a empirical correction term to the total energy This however requires
extensive calibration of the correction term with MP calculations
We used the density functional packages VASP SIESTA and DMol

to op
timize the atomic positions in the cell keeping the cell parameters xed at the
experimental values VASP is the ab initio total energy and moleculardynamics
program Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Program developed at the Institut f	ur
Theoretische Physik of the Technische Universit	at Wien

VASP is a den
sity functional code using a plane wave basis set The interaction between ion
cores and electrons is described using ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials US
PP
	
so only the valence electrons are treated explicitly VASP allows the
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Figure  Small model screwsymmetric Hbonded chain used for geometry
optimizations
simultaneous optimization of atomic positions and cell parameters The DMol

package uses atomcentred numerical basis functions and a numerical integration
scheme for matrix elements The numerical integration has the property that the
computational eort can go down with decreasing overlap of the basis functions
This property allows us to perform allelectron calculations on our  atom sys
tems the asymmetric unit contains only  atoms	 but DMol

cannot handle
pointgroup symmetry
 No core pseudopotentials were used	 since DMol

only
provides them for elements Sc through Lr DMol

does not allow the optimization
of cell parameters
The SIESTA

package also uses atomic numerical basis functions and nu
merical integration Exploiting the spatial localization of the atomic basis set	 the
computational cost necessary for the calculation and storage of the selfconsistent
Hamiltonian matrix is made to scale linearly ON

 with the number of elec
trons N in the unit cell Furthermore	 for insulators the evaluation of the density
and total energy can be also eciently performed in ON
 operations using the
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NO1 vs NO2
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Figure  Relation between the lengths of the experimental vectors NO and
NO for a number of diastereomers with Hbonded chains with screw and trans
lational symmetry See Figures  and 	 for the de
nitions of NO and NO
recently developed ON techniques

In the present work however due to
the need of computing highly accurate total energies we have decided to use a
standard diagonalization of the Hamiltonian The interaction between ioncores
and electrons is described using the norm conserving TroullierMartins pseudopo
tentials

The PW

GGA exchange correlation functional was used with both DMol

and VASP The PBE

GGA exchange correlation functional was used with
SIESTA
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Figure  The average of distances NO and NO as a function of the number
of occurrences N in diastereomers of derivatives of CPAE nine in total	 The
diastereomers with Hbonded chains with screw and translational symmetry form
separate clusters See Figures 
 and  for the denitions of NO and NO
Another important aspect to consider when performing quantum mechanical
calculations on periodic systems is the sampling of the kspace DMol

only
considers one special point in the kspace
c
 the  point With the VASP and
SIESTA packages it is possible to sample the kspace over more points than just
 employing the method developed by Monkhorst and Pack

We use the 
c
This is the case for the DMol

version  supplied to us under courtesy license from MSI
The DMol

versions  and higher do allow for kspace integration
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Table  Strengths and weaknesses of the density functional method
Interaction Included Comment
Ionic complexes 
Hydrogen bonds  provided nonlocal DFT is used
Phenylphenyl ring  See reference

van der Waals  Purely repulsive van der Waals potential
kpoint for geometry optimization with VASP and investigated the dependence
of the relative lattice energies of the diastereomeric salts by performing single
point energy calculations with    MonkhorstPack sampling of the kspace
on  optimized geometries
Computational resources for the SIESTA calculations allowed us to perform
geometry optimizations with xed cell dimensions at various levels of kspace
sampling as well as to investigate the inuence of the simultaneous optimization
of cell parameters and atomic positions on the relative energies of the ClCPAE
diastereomers
All the abovementioned packages use Ewald summation

or related schemes

to do the lattice sums of the longrange electrostatic interactions
 Results
 Ab initio calculations on model systems
The next section will deal with the construction of the models in two steps It will
be followed by a section discussing the results of the calculations on the models
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Step 
As explained above the most important interaction in these diastereomers is in
the hydrogenbridged chains running along the crystallographic baxis These
chains consist of ionic complex units of protonated ephedrine and the anion of
cyclic phosphoric acid Two types of chains are found one with screw symmetry
and the other with translational symmetry only Model structures three com
plexes units long were constructed for both screw symmetric and translationally
symmetric forms see Figures  and  respectively These models were op
timized keeping their respective symmetries at both HartreeFock and density
functional level of theory
The screw and translational symmetries were imposed using a special con
struction of internal coordinates within the Zmatrix description of the molecular
geometry Table 	 shows this Zmatrix construction Displayed in normal font
are the atom labels with a numerical subscript denoting the number of the com
plex unit they belong to The 
rst column de
nes the atom The second fourth
and sixth columns specify the atomic connectivity with respect to previously de

ned atoms The label X denotes a geometrical auxiliary atom or dummy
atom Displayed in bold are the internal variables some of which are kept
constant numeric values and the string CONST The third 
fth and seventh
columns hold the internal variables of type bond distance bond angle and dihe
dral angle respectively The automatic generation of these Zmatrix constructs
was built into our modelling program MOLDEN

The implementation of symmetry in this way is only an approximation since
 The three complexes units in the chains have dierent environments The
system in this model is therefore not truly periodic but only quasiperiodic
 In in
nitely long chains each complex unit would have nearestneighbor
interactions with the complex units before and after it in the chain In
the threeunit chain this is only true for complex unit  Complex unit 
interacts only with the complex unit after it  and complex unit 	 interacts
only with the complex before it So in the three unit long chains there are
only two intercomplex interactions  with  and  with 	 whereas in
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Table  The Zmatrix construction to implement fold screw and translational
symmetry
X

X

X

xx
A

X

dx X


B

A

d X

angx X

dihx
C

B

d A

ang X

dihx

X

X

xx A

 X


A

X

dx X

 A

CONST
B

A

d X

angx X

dihx
C

B

d A

ang X

dihx

X
n
X
n
xx A
n
 X
n

A
n
X
n
dx X
n
 A
n
CONST
B
n
A
n
d X
n
angx X
n
dihx
C
n
B
n
d A
n
ang X
n
dihx
 For screw symmetry CONST  

 For translational symmetry CONST  

 and xx is a constant
innitely long chains there would be three intercomplex interactions for
every three complex units
 Since the model system is only three units long the lattice sums over the
electrostatic and other long range interactions between one complex unit
and all of its symmetryrelated copies are not complete
Step 
After optimization these small model chains as we call them from here on were
expanded with cyclic phosphoric acid rings and methyl groups at the ephedrine
like part see Figures  and 	
 We will refer to them as expanded model
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chains The corresponding complex units will be referred to as model complexes
from here on The full optimization of the expanded model chains was not feasible
due to limited computer resources Therefore we constructed the expanded model
chains from the optimized small model chains and model complexes
Figure  Expanded model screwsymmetric Hbonded chain used for single
point energy calculations
The model complexes were fully optimized at both HartreeFock and density
functional level of theory see Figure  The values of internal variables thus
obtained for the cyclic phosphoric ring and the ephedrine methyl groups were used
in the construction of the expanded model chains Finally single point energy
calculations were performed for the expanded model chains at the HartreeFock
density functional and MP	 level of theory MP	 only at the expanded version
of the HartreeFock optimized small model chain geometry
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Figure  Expanded model translationally symmetric Hbonded chain used
single point energy calculations
Model calculations
The inuence of the basis set superposition error BSSE on the relative ener
gies of the model complexes with respect to its constituent ions was investigated
using the counterpoise method

All density functional calculations were done
using the BLYP exchangecorrelation functional

within the program Gaus
sian

The BLYP functional has been reported to give good energetic results
for hydrogenbonded systems	

even in combination with a medium sized basis
set such as 
Gd	p

A customized basisset derived from the 
Gd	p
basisset was used for geometry optimizations
 The use of diuse basis functions on all atoms leads to linear dependen
cies	 so they were used only on the oxygen atoms Without diuse basis
functions on the oxygens	 one of the hydrogens attached to the ephedrine
nitrogen migrates back to cyclic phosphoric acid oxygen during geometry
optimization
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Figure  Model complexes optimized at the density functional level of theory
with the BLYP functional and a customized basisset with their relative energies
at the same level of theory corrected for the BSSE
 In addition the hydrogen polarization functions were used only for those
hydrogen atoms that are involved in hydrogenbonding
Figure  shows the fully optimized geometries of the model complexes at
the BLYP density functional level together with their relative energies corrected
for BSSE The model complex corresponding to the screwsymmetric hydrogen
bonded chain labelled  was found to be  kcal	mol more stable than its
translationally symmetric chain counterpart labelled 
 Figure  shows the
remarkable agreement between the optimized structure of model complex  grey
and the corresponding part of the experimental structure FILGAI black The
fully optimized structure of model complex 
 does not match the experimental
structure very well In the experimental structure the orientation of the cyclic
phosphoric ring is such that one of the oxygens connected to the phosphorus atom
 Chapter 
can interact with the next complex in the hydrogenbonded chain
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 O
Figure  Match between BLYP optimized model complex grey and ex
perimental structure FILGAI
Figure  shows the improved match between model complex  grey opti
mized while restraining the torsional angle that determines the orientation of the
cyclic phosphoric ring to the experimental value	 with the experimental structure
FIMVAY black The partially 
xed model complex  labelled  
x in 
gure
 is  kcalmol less stable than model complex  Model complex  and the
partially 
xed model complex  can be considered as the geometrical building
blocks of hydrogenbonded chains with screw chain and translational chain
symmetry respectively
In tables  and  the absolute and relative energies at the HartreeFock	
BLYP and MP level of theory are given for the small model chains chain and
chain	 the expanded model chains and the model complexes  and  For the
small model chains and the model complexes	 the fully optimized geometries at
the HartreeFock level of theory were used	 employing the customized basisset
described above For the calculation of the single point energies the Gd	p
basisset was used The energy dierence between the model complex  and
partially 
xed model complex  	  and  kcalmol for HF	 BLYP and
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Figure  Match between BLYP optimized model complex grey and ex	
perimental structure FIMVAY
MP is largely conserved between the two chains The energy dierences between
the small model chains are   and 	 kcal
mol per complex for HF BLYP
and MP respectively The energy dierences between the expanded model chains
are  and  kcal
mol per complex for HF and BLYP respectively Hartree
Fock and BLYP calculations agree within  kcal
mol
In Table  the absolute and relative energies at the BLYP level of theory
are given for the fully optimized small model chains chain and chain the
expanded model chains and the fully optimized model complexes  and  All
optimizations were performed at the BLYP level of theory using the customized
basisset described above For the single point energies the Gdp basis
set was used The BSSE corrected relative energies are included for the model
complexes The largest correction was  kcal
mol which is in the range of the
error in the experimental lattice energies The energy dierence between the two
unit complexes  kcal
mol is largely conserved between the two small model
chains  kcal
mol for  units  kcal
mol per unit
Figure  shows the excellent match of the ab initio BLYP translational
type Hbonded chain with the diasteromer of the chlorine derivative of CPA with
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Table  Absolute energies in Hartrees at dierent levels of theory employing
the 	
G basisset for model complexes and model chains optimized at the
HartreeFock level of theory using a customized basisset
compound E
HF
E
BLY P
E
MP
complex   		
complex	 	  
complex	
fixed
 
 	
chain 	
		 	
 	
	

chain	 	

 	

 	


chain
expanded

	  
chain	
expanded
 

 
ephedrine CSD reference code FIMVAY Figure  shows the match of the
ab initio BLYP screw type Hbonded chain grey with the diasteromer of
doubly substituted chlorine derivative of CPA with ephedrine black with CSD
reference code KOSYIA The ab initio geometry displayed is of an intermediate
structure  kcalmol less stable than the nal optimized structure The match
of the nal optimized structure with KOSYIA is less good Probably the omission
of methylgroups on the ephedrinelike part of the chain during the optimization
allows low energy geometries that would no longer be low energy geometries if the
structure were to be expanded with these methylgroups This is conrmed by the
relative energies of the fully expanded model chains in table 
 denoted by 
The screw type chain chain

expanded
 is only  kcalmol more stable than the
translational type chain chain	

expanded
 versus 	 kcalmol in the unexpanded
case In chain

expanded
there is a close contact of 

A between a methyl group
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Table  Relative energies in kcalmol at dierent levels of theory employing
the 	
G basis
set for model complexes and model chains optimized at the
Hartree
Fock level of theory using a customized basis
set
compound E
HF
E
BLY P
E
MP
complex   
complex   
complex
fixed
 	 
chain   
chain   
chain
expanded
  
chain
expanded
 	 
hydrogen and an atom on the cyclic phosphoric ring that is clearly energetically
unfavourable
 This is also supported by the relative energies of the not fully
expanded model chains denoted by  where not fully expanded means that
only cyclic phosphoric rings are added and not methyl groups
 Figure 
	 com
pares the calculated NO and NO distances as dened in Figures 
	 and 

with the experimental NO and NO distances found in eight diastereomers with
Hbonded screwsymmetric chains and one with translational symmetry
 The cal
culated NONO pair for the Hbonded screwsymmetric chain lies within the
same area as the corresponding experimental values
 The calculated NONO
pair for the Hbonded translationally symmetric chain and its experimental coun
terpart lie well outside this area
 The screw type chain chain

expanded
 is 

kcalmol more stable than the translational type chain chain

expanded

 This
matches the small model chains
 This shows the limitations of using a model
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Table  Absolute and relative energies in Hartrees and kcalmol respectively
at BLYP level of theory for model complexes and model chains	 geometry opti

mized at the BLYP level of theory using a customized basis
set
compound E
Abs
E
Rel
E
RelBSSE
complex   
complex   
complex
fixed
 	 	
chain 	
  
chain 	  
chain

expanded


  
chain

expanded
		
  
chain

expanded
	

  
chain

expanded
		  

small  cyclic phosphorus rings

small  cyclic phosphorus rings  methyl
system that is too small to describe a large system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Figure  Match of the ab initio translationallysymmetric Hbonded chain
with one diasteromer of ClCPAE CSD refcode FIMVAY
NO1
NO2
2.788
2.904
2.720
2.895
KOSYIA B3LYP
Figure 	 Match of the ab initio screwsymmetric Hbonded chain interme
diate geometry
  kcalmol away from the optimum with the diasteromer of
doubly substituted chlorine derivate of CPAE CSD refcode KOSYIA
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NO1 vs NO2
2.60 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.80 2.85 2.90 2.95 3.00
2.60
2.65
2.70
2.75
2.80
2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00
NO1 (A)o
NO2 (A)o
Experimental: Screw Trans
Calculated: Screw Trans
Figure  The experimental distances NO and NO for a number of dia
stereomers with Hbonded chains with screw and translational symmetry com
pared with the calculated NO and NO distances See 	gures  and 
 for
the de	nition of NO and NO
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In conclusion one can say that the screw type chain is roughly  kcalmol
per complex unit more stable than the translational type chain The exclusion of
certain parts of the large system can cause the optimized structure of the model
system to deviate from the optimal structure of the large system which in turn
can cause the expanded model to have an unrealistic geometry
 Lattice energy calculations using a classical force eld
The following charge sets were used in combination with the DREIDING force
eld
 set ESP t on the whole complex
 set ESP t on the whole complex combined with the RESP method
 set	 ESP t on the ions
 set
 ESP t on the ions combined with the RESP method
 set ESP sampled on isodensity surfaces t on the ions
 set ESP sampled on isodensity surfaces t on the ions combined with
the RESP method
The charge sets  and  were derived from a QM calculation of the partially
optimized complexes at the HartreeFock level using the customized basisset
discussed earlier where partially optimized means that the internal variables
which were thought to be sensitive to the crystal environment were kept xed
while all others were relaxed In this way the inuence of errors in the experi
mental crystal structures on the charge distribution is minimized Several of the
crystal structures contained poor hydrogen positions with for example hydro
gens connected to a phenyl ring having an HCC bond angle of 

 instead of
the common 

 These optimizations were computationally demanding so we
decided not to include the SUMWEC structure in these calculations
Table 
 shows the total charge on the CPA substructure in the diastereomers
of CPAE and ClCPAE for charge sets  and  The total electronic charge on
CPA is roughly  which is signicantly less than  the value for an isolated
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Table  Total charge on the CPA substructure in the diastereomers of CPAE
and ClCPAE for charge sets  and 
Refcode set set
FIMVEC  
FILGAI  
FIMTUQ  
FIMVAY  
CPA anion	 This charge transfer e
ect can be seen as a depolarization of the
complex with respect to the isolated ions	
Table 	 shows the absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage er
rors in lattice parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE optimized
with the DREIDING	 force eld in combination with charge set 	 Ewald
summation was used for the nonbonded interactions	 The default settings were
used	 The inter and intra molecular geometry are optimized simultaneously	
The structural agreement between calculated and experimental structures is rel
atively good with errors on average around  percent	 The only unfavourable
exception is the b parameter of the FIMVEC structure which is around  percent
in error	 The agreement between the calculated and experimental lattice energies
is however very poor both in the magnitude of the energy di
erences between
the diastereomeric salt pairs FIMVECFILGAI and FIMTUQFIMVAY and the
relative stability order of the latter	 Experiment shows the FIMVAY structure
to be 	 kcalmol more stable than the FIMTUQ structure while DREIDING
calculates it to be 	 kcalmol less stable	
As shown in Table 	 charge set  gives an even better structural agree
ment with the experiment than charge set 	 In addition the magnitude of the
energy di
erences between the diastereomeric salt pairs FIMVECFILGAI and
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Table  Absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage errors in lattice
parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the
DREIDING force eld using charge set 
Refcode a b c  E
abs
E
rel
    kcalmol kcalmol
FIMVEC   	
  	 
FILGAI 	 		   	 
FIMTUQ 	   	 	 
FIMVAY 
 	  
 	 		
FIMTUQFIMVAY are more in agreement with experiment The relative sta
bility order of the FIMVAY and FIMTUQ structures is still predicted wrongly
however
All other charge sets also give good structural agreement between calculation
and experiment Table 	 lists the relative lattice energies for the diastereomers
of CPAE and ClCPAE for all the six charge sets All charge sets give an
incorrect order of stability for the salt pair FIMTUQFIMVAY The predicted
energy dierence ranges from  to 	
 kcalmol Clearly the DREIDING force
eld is extremely susceptible to variations in the point charges The reason for
this can be found in Table 		 which lists the intermolecular part of the relative
lattice energies for the various charge sets The intermolecular part of the relative
lattice energies for the salt pair FIMTUQFIMVAY with the exception of charge
set 	 is much less variable than the total relative lattice energies and ranges from
 to  kcalmol Charge set 	 behaves dierently because it is the only charge
set for which the total charge on the ions is dierent for FIMTUQ and FIMVAY
 versus  Obviously this charge transfer eect has a large eect on the
intermolecular interaction of the anion and cation The large variation in the total
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Table  Absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage errors in lattice
parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the
DREIDING force eld using charge set 
Refcode a b c  E
abs
E
rel
    kcalmol kcalmol
FIMVEC   	 
  
FILGAI   	  	 

FIMTUQ 
 
   
 
FIMVAY  
 

   
relative lattice energies must be attributed to variations in the intramolecular
contributions to the total relative lattice energies The DREIDING force eld
includes intramolecular chargecharge interactions for atoms which are more than
two bonds away from each other Since ESP charges are designed to reproduce
the electrostatic potential outside the molecule there is no reason to assume
they should be optimal for reproducing intramolecular energies An inspection of
the individual charges in all six charge sets shows that some charges associated
with atoms not very close to the molecular surface show large variations between
the dierent sets variations of  sometimes accompanied by sign reversal
This is probably because these charges contribute little to the actual value of the
chargesderived electrostatic potential at the molecular surface particularly in the
case of the ions where the potential is dominated by a few strong charge centres
Although these large charge variations may have little eect on the potential
at the molecular surface they may have a large eect when used to calculate
intramolecular charge interactions
In conclusion one can say that only tting charges on the complexes rather
than the ions in combination with tting on multiple conformations RESP
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Table  Relative lattice energies in kcalmol for the diastereomers of CPAE
and ClCPAE calculated with the DREIDING force 	eld using various charge
sets
set set set set set set exp
E
FILGAIFIMV EC
      	
E
FIMVAY FIMTUQ
  
    	
Table  Intermolecular part of the relative lattice energies in kcalmol for
the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the DREIDING force
	eld using various charge sets
set set set set set set
E
FILGAIFIMV EC
     
E
FIMVAY FIMTUQ
  
 
  
gives lattice energy dierences between diastereomeric salt pairs of the correct
magnitude but the relative stability order is still incorrect The use of isodensity
sampling of the electrostatic potential does not yield a systematic improvement
over van der Waals surface sampling for this system
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 Lattice energy calculations using distributed multipole expan
sions
The DMAREL package

incorporates electrostatic contributions to the inter
action energy via interacting multipole expansions Only intermolecular inter
actions can be optimized with this method the intramolecular conformations
remain rigid Calculations with the DMAREL package were done for our model
system the diastereomeric salts of CPAE and ClCPAE choosing the cyclic
phosphoric and ephedrine parts as rigid bodies The multipole expansions were
externally generated via our MOLDEN package

The repulsiondispersion pa
rameters for hydrogen carbon nitrogen and oxygen provided with the program
were used the parameter set named FITDMA in reference

	 The program
provides no such parameters for chlorine and phosphorus atoms For chlorine
the parameters were taken from Williams et al

As with the parameters for
hydrogen carbon nitrogen and oxygen these parameters were optimized in the
presence of atomic charges in the nonbonded potential For phosphorus no such
parameters were available In our model system phosphorus does not have close
intermolecular contacts since it is tetrahedrally surrounded by oxygens The
exact values of the phosphorus parameters therefore will have little e
ect on
the relative energies of the diastereomers We chose the chlorine parameters to
describe the repulsiondispersion interactions of phosphorus
Cox and Williams

found that most HartreeFock wavefunctions with split
valence basis sets overestimate molecular dipole moments They introduced a
dipole scaling factor of  which is widely used in molecular modeling The
authors of DMAREL concluded that scaling of the multipoles with a factor of 
provides the best predictions of the lattice energies of the nonhydrogenbonded
molecules but generally underestimates the lattice energies of hydrogenbonded
molecules

Since our model system contains both hydrogenbonds and ionic
interactions we also investigated the inuence of the multipole scaling factor on
the lattice energies
Tables   and  show the absolute and relative lattice energies
and percentage errors in lattice parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and
ClCPAE calculated with the DMAREL program using factors of   and
 respectively to scale the multipole moments
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Table  Absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage errors in lattice
parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the
DMAREL program using a factor of 	 to scale the multipole moments
Refcode a b c  E
latt
E
rel
    kJmol kcalmol
FIMVEC   	 
 
 
FILGAI 

 

 		  
 
FIMTUQ 
  

 	 
 
SUMWEC 
    
 

FIMVAY 	 	 	 	 
	 
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Table  Absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage errors in lattice
parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the
DMAREL program using a factor of 	 to scale the multipole moments
Refcode a b c  E
latt
E
rel
    kJmol kcalmol
FIMVEC  	 
  
 
FILGAI      	
FIMTUQ   	  	 
SUMWEC    
 
 
FIMVAY  
 

   	
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Table  Absolute and relative lattice energies and percentage errors in lattice
parameters of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated with the
DMAREL program using a factor of  to scale the multipole moments
Refcode a b c  E
latt
E
rel
    kJmol kcalmol
FIMVEC   	
  	 
FILGAI     	 
FIMTUQ 
  	 	  
SUMWEC 
   	 	 
FIMVAY  	  	  		
The experimental structures are reproduced with an rms error in the lat
tice parameters of roughly  as compared to  with DREIDING with the
exception of the FIMVAY structure Especially at the higher scaling constants
large errors up to  in individual lattice parameters were found for FIMVAY
Table  shows the rms of the percentage error in lattice parameters for each
structure as a function of the factor used to scale the multipole moments ranging
from  to  The best rms average over all ve stuctures is obtained with
a scaling constant of 

The calculated relative energies are of the correct magnitude 	 kcalmol
for the ClCPAE diastereomers but too large for the CPAE diastereomers 
kcalmol The relative stability orders of FIMVAY with respect to FIMTUQ
are not correctly predicted except with a multipole scaling constant of  Here
FIMVAY is predicted to be more stable than FIMTUQ E
Calc
F IMVAY FIMTUQ

		 versus E
Expt
F IMVAY FIMTUQ
  kcalmol
Lattice energy dierences have to be corrected for the energy dierences of
the rigid bodies of diastereomeric salt pairs since these are not considered in
the DMAREL approach When treating the constituents of the complexes as
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Table  The root mean square of the percentage error in lattice parame
ters calculated with the DMAREL program for the diastereomers of CPAE and
ClCPAE as a function of the factor used to scale the multipole moments In
parentheses the average is given for when the diastereomer FIMVAY is excluded
Refcode scale     
FIMVEC  	
 	
 	 	
FILGAI  	 	 	 	
FIMTUQ     	
SUMWEC     
FIMVAY 	   

 
average 		 		 		 
		 	
rigid bodies only their conformational energy dierences need to be considered
Table 
 shows the relative energies calculated with the DMAREL program for
the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE corrected for conformational energy
dierences as a function of the factor used to scale the multipole moments The
conformational energy dierences between the complex parts see Table 
were calculated at the density functional level of theory with the DMol

pro
gram with geometries resulting from periodic ionrelaxation calculations from
the VASP program
d
 There is a remarkable agreement between the results with
scaling factor  and the results discussed below for DMol

lattice energy cal
culations see Table 		 The conformational energy corrections dominate the
d
We could use neither the DMol

nor the VASP program for both the energy calculations
and geometry relaxations with periodic boundary conditions Because of limited computer
resources the structures of FILGAI and FIMVEC could not be optimized with the DMol

pro
gram The VASP program on the other hand has no provisions for nonperiodic calculations
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Table  Relative energies in kcalmol calculated with the DMAREL program
for the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE corrected for conformational energy
dierences	 as a function of the factor used to scale the multipole moments
Refcode scale    E
exp
FIMVEC    
FILGAI    
FIMTUQ    
SUMWEC    
FIMVAY    	
lattice energy di
erences between the diastereomers In the single case of the
conformational energy correction of SUMWEC with respect to FIMTUQ a cor
rection of up to  kcalmol was found The relative lattice energy of SUMWEC
with respect to FIMTUQ calculated with the DMol

program is only half of this
 kcalmol whilst experimentally it is found to be  kcalmol This suggests
that the conformational energy corrections calculated with DMol

may be insuf
ciently reliable at least in some cases The lattice energy calculations with the
DMol

and VASP programs are discussed in detail in following sections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Table  Conformational energy dierences between complex parts of the dia
stereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE calculated at the density functional level
of theory with the DMol

program with the geometries resulting from periodic
ionrelaxation calculations with the VASP program
Refcode E
ephedrinepart
E
cyclicphosphoricpart
E
tot
E
Rel
FIMVEC    
FILGAI 	 	  
FIMTUQ  


 	
 
SUMWEC 
	 
  
FIMVAY 	 
 		 
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 Lattice energy minimizations using VASP
The crystal structures of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE were opti
mized with VASP while keeping cell dimensions xed at the experimental values
The wave functions are expanded in a plane wave basis set Only waves for which
jkKj

 E
cut
are included An E
cut
of  Ry was required

The pseudopoten
tials were optimized for use with the PW	 exchange correlation functional

We took especially care to accurately describe the augmentation charges of the
ultrasoft pseudopotentials Nonlinear core corrections

were employed for the
elements chlorine and phosphorus The nonlocal projections were carried out in
realspace

The results of these calculations at the 
point in kspace are presented in Fig
ure 	 and Table 	 Figure 	 shows the match between VASPoptimized
and experimental structures of the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE with
CSD reference codes FIMVEC FILGAI FIMTUQ SUMWEC FIMVAY
The agreement between calculated and experimental structures is very good
with the exception of the hydrogen positions This is not surprising since the
hydrogen positions determined by Xray diraction are always less accurate than
those of the heavier elements Specially in the case of FIMVEC and FIMTUQ
where in the experimental structures some hydrogen connected to the ephedrine
phenyl ring make CCH angles of 	

and 	

 where they should typically be
around 	

 In the case of FIMVAY a small deviation was found in the torsion
angle dening the orientation of the phenyl with respect to the cyclic phosphoric
ring to which it is attached Table 	 shows absolute and relative energies of
the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE as calculated with the VASP package
Included for comparison are the experimental energies A good agreement between
theory and experiment is found FIMVAY is predicted to be the most stable
chlorine containing diastereomer Also the energy dierences between FIMVEC
and FILGAI and its chlorine analogues FIMTUQ and SUMWEC were found to
be within the experimental error
This table also contains a FIMVAY analogue FIMVAY is the most stable
chlorine containing diastereomer However its nonchlorine analogue is unknown
suggesting that it is less stable than FIMVEC or FILGAI The nonchlorine FIM
VAY analogue was optimized with VASP keeping its lattice parameters at the
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Figure  Match between VASP optimized grey and experimental black
structures with CSD refcodes FIMVEC FILGAI FIMTUQ SUMWEC FIM	
VAY
experimental values found for FIMVAY The calculated structure was indeed
found to be less stable than FIMVEC and FILGAI by  and  kcalmol re
spectively Figure  shows the match between the VASP optimized structures
of FIMVAY and its nonchlorine analogue The two structures are very similar	
except for the torsion angle that de
nes the orientation of the phenyl with respect
to the cyclic phosphoric ring to which it is attached
This can be seen even more clearly in Figure  where the dierence in
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Table  Absolute eV and relative kcalmol energies of the diastereomers
of CPA	E and ClCPA	E
 with atomic positions optimized at the density func	
tional level of theory with the VASP program
 keeping cell dimensions xed at
experimental values
 and only 	point was used for the k	space sampling Ex	
perimental energies are also shown for comparison Included is the non chlorine
analogue of FIMVAY
 optimized using the FIMVAY cell
Refcode E

E

E
Exp
FIMVEC 	 
 

FILGAI 	 		 
	
FIMVAY analogue  	 
FIMTUQ 		
 
 

SUMWEC 		


 	 

FIMVAY 	

  
orientations of the phenyl rings is shown between FIMVAY black and its non
chlorine analogue grey In FIMVAY there is a close contact 

A between
the chlorine connected to one ring and a hydrogen connected to its translational
copy In its nonchlorine analogue the phenyl rings have turned away to yield
a much less close contact of 

A between a hydrogen connected to one ring
and a hydrogen connected to its translational copy This clearly suggests that an
energetically favourable interaction in FIMVAY is substituted by an energetically
unfavourable interaction in its nonchlorine analogue
Just by looking at the partial ESP charges of the FIMVAY chlorine and
the hydrogen with which it is in close contact 
		 and 
	 respectively 
one would say they have a weak favourable electrostatic interaction For the
same reason the two hydrogens in the nonchlorine FIMVAY analogue should
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 B
 A
 O
 C
Figure  Match between VASP optimized structures of FIMVAY and its non
chlorine analogue
3.725
2.426
Figure  Comparison of the orientations of the phenyl rings connected to the
cyclic phosphoric rings of the VASP optimized structures of FIMVAY and its
nonchlorine analogue
have a weak repulsive electrostatic interaction  is the typical value of the
ESP charge of a hydrogen connected to a phenyl ring We have searched the
Cambridge Structural Database for the number of occurrences N of a chlorine
connected to a phenyl ring having a close contact with a hydrogen connected
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to another phenyl ring The results are displayed in Figure  If the spatial
distribution of nonbonded atoms were random the probability of nding an atom
at a certain distance increases with the surface area of a sphere whose radius is
that distance In practice however one often nds a more or less well dened peak
superimposed on a monotonic rising albeit not with the square of the distance
background

In our case a small peak is found at a distance of 	


A This is an
indication for the existence of a weak energetically favourable interaction for such
a contact In the experimental structure of FIMVAY this close contact is at 


A
in agreement with the statistical analysis However the close contact in the VASP
optimized structure is at a much smaller value 


A This seems to suggest
that the description of this type of interaction using the current approximations
to the density functional is not accurate enough or perhaps that in spite of the
large unit cell it could require a better ksampling than the one used here 
kpoint
Finally the inuence of better kspace sampling on the relative lattice energies
was investigated We discussed the results at the  kpoint in detail since it allows
for a better comparison with the DMol

calculations which are only possible
at the  kpoint Table 	 shows the absolute and relative energies of the
diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE with kspace sampling of     
which yields two inequivalent kpoints in the irreducible part of the Brillouin
zone
e
 The atomic positions are directly taken from the calculation previously
described ie optimized using only  kpoint for the ksampling and keeping
the cell dimensions xed at the experimental values
For comparison the energies with the kspace sampling at  and experimental
energies are given
The better sampling has a small eect  kcalmol or smaller on all struc
tures except FIMVAY Where FIMVAY is the most stable structure at  
kcalmol more stable than FIMTUQ at    kspace sampling FIMVAY
is the least stable structure  kcalmol less stable than FIMTUQ The abso
lute energy of the FIMVAY structure is raised by only  kcalmol going from
 to  kspace sampling indicating that the  kspace
sampling is sucient Inspection of the forces on the atoms at the     
e
 in principle yields eight kpoints but time reversal symmetry reduces this number
to four kpoints and point group symmetry reduces this number to two kpoints
 Chapter 
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Figure  The number of occurrences N of a chlorine connected to a phenyl
ring having a close contact with a hydrogen connected to a phenyl ring in the
CSD as a function of the distance of the close contact CLH 

Angstrom units
level on all six structures shows that they are very small except for the FIMVAY
structure
The three chlorine containing diastereomers FIMVAYFIMTUQ and SUMWEC
were optimized at the    kspace sampling The results are displayed in
Table  Lack of computer resources prevented us from performing the opti
mization of all six structures at the  level but we feel this is justi	ed in
view of the small forces found at the    level for all except the FIMVAY
structure
As expected the structural and energetical changes of FIMTUQ and SUMWEC
upon optimization are negligible On optimization FIMVAY is only 
 kcalmol
less stable than FIMTUQ at the      level At the      level the
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Table  Absolute eV and relative kcalmol energies of the diastereomers
of CPA	E and ClCPA	E with k	space sampling of two points     
 at
atomic positions taken from the optimization with the k	space sampling at 
   and cell dimensions xed at the experimental values For comparison
the energies with the k	space sampling at  and experimental energies are given
All calculations were performed at the density functional level of theory with the
VASP program
Refcode E
xx
E
xx
E

E
Exp
FIMVEC  	 	 	
FILGAI 


 	  	
FIMVAY analogue  	  
FIMTUQ 	 	 	 	
SUMWEC 
	 	  	
FIMVAY 				 
  

SUMWEC structure is the most stable of the diastereomeric salts of ClCPAE
being 	 kcalmol more stable than FIMTUQ Surprisingly the relative sta
bility of the nonchlorine containing FIMVAY analogue does not change at the
 level However the structural agreement of the experimental and VASP
optimized FIMVAY structure is improved going from  kpoint to     
kspace sampling The dihedral angle dening the orientation of the phenyl ring
containing the chlorine with respect to the cyclic phosphoric ring changes from


at the  kpoint to 

at the      kspace sampling The
latter is only 

in error with the experimental value 

 The close con
tact of the chlorine connected to the phenyl ring with the hydrogen connected
to its symmetry copy is also improved At the      kspace sampling it
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Table  Absolute eV and relative kcalmol energies of the diastereomers
of ClCPA	E optimized at k	space sampling of two points      with cell
dimensions 
xed at the experimental values For comparison the energies with
the k	space sampling at  and experimental energies are given All calculations
were performed at the density functional level of theory with the VASP program
Refcode E
xx
E
xx
E

E
Exp
FIMTUQ  	 	 	
SUMWEC 
 	  	
FIMVAY 
 	  
is 


A compared to 	

A in the experimental structure The results for the
dihedral are summarized in Table 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Table  Dihedral dening the orientation of the chlorinecontaining phenyl
ring with respect to the cyclic phosphoric ring for the structures FIMVAYand the
nonchlorine containing FIMVAY analogue experimental versus VASP optimized
values at kspace sampling  and    

structure Dihedral Angle inDegrees
FIMVAY Experiment 		
FIMVAY VASP optimized at  

FIMVAY VASP optimized at     	
FIMVAY analogue VASP optimized at  

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Table  Absolute Hartrees and relative kcalmol energies of the diastereo
mers of ClCPAE	 with atomic positions optimized at the density functional level
of theory with the DMol

program	 keeping cell dimensions 
xed at the experi
mental values	 compared with experimental energies
Refcode E

E

E
Exp
FIMTUQ 	  
SUMWEC 	
  
FIMVAY 
 
 	
 Lattice energy minimizations using DMol

Table  shows the absolute and relative energies of the diastereomers of ClCPA
E with atomic positions optimized at the density functional level of theory with
the DMol

program

while keeping cell dimensions xed at the experimental
values compared with experimental energies These density functional calcu
lations were performed within the generalized gradient approximation GGA
employing the PW functional

the same as used with VASP and the double
numeric with polarization DNP basisset Due to limited computer resources
only the diastereomers ClCPAE were optimized Each optimization took more
than six months of computer time on our local machine a Silicon Graphics Power
Challenge
In agreement with experiment FIMVAY is calculated to be more stable than
FIMTUQ However SUMWEC is calculated to be the most stable diastereomer
though experimentally it is equally stable as FIMTUQ Figure  shows the
match between the DMol

optimized and experimental structures of the dia
stereomers of ClCPAE with CSD reference codes FIMTUQ SUMWEC and
FIMVAY The agreement between calculated and experimental structures is very
good with the exception of the hydrogen positions as mentioned earlier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Figure  Match between DMol

optimized grey and experimental black
structures with CSD refcodes FIMTUQ SUMWEC FIMVAY
Table  shows the comparison between the DMol

relative energies kcalmol
of the diastereomers of ClCPAE	 calculated respectively at the geometries op
timized with the VASP and DMol

packages The e
ect of the di
erent ge
ometries on the relative energies is negligible largest di
erence  kcalmol
This suggests that the di
erence in relative stability order for the diastereomers
of ClCPAE found with VASP and DMol

is due to di
erences in the way the
energy is calculated Obvious di
erences between the two methods are the all
electron calculation for DMol

versus the pseudopotential calculation of VASP
and the use of di
erent basissets atom centred numerical basis functions with
DMol

versus plane waves with VASP
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Table  Comparison between the relative energies kcalmol of the diastereo	
mers of ClCPA	E
 calculated respectively at the geometries optimized with the
VASP and DMol

packages both using only  for the k	space sampling The
energies were calculated at the density functional level of theory with the DMol

package
Refcode E
VASPGeom
E
DMol

Geom
FIMTUQ  
SUMWEC  
FIMVAY  
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Table  Relative energies kcalmol of the diastereomers of ClCPAE op
timized at various levels of kspace sampling with cell dimensions 	xed at the
experimental values
 calculated with the SIESTA
 VASP and DMol

programs
For SIESTA a column is added containing the relative energies of the simultane
ous optimization of atomic coordinates and cell dimensions at the xx kspace
level For comparison
 the experimental energies are given
Program Refcode E

E
xx
E
xx
E
xx
E
Exp
OptCell
SIESTA
FIMTUQ     
SUMWEC     
FIMVAY     
VASP
FIMTUQ   
SUMWEC   
FIMVAY   
DMol

FIMTUQ  
SUMWEC  
FIMVAY  
 Lattice energy minimizations using SIESTA
Table 	
	 shows the relative energies of the diastereomers of ClCPAE optimized
at various levels of kspace sampling with cell dimensions xed at the experimen
tal values calculated with the SIESTA program


For comparison the VASP
DMol

and experimental relative energies are shown
 For SIESTA a column is
added containing the relative energies of the simultaneous optimization of atomic
coordinates and cell dimensions at the  kspace level
 The SIESTA cal
culations were performed within the generalized gradient approximation GGA
employing the PBE functional

and the double polarized basisset

The SIESTA results are in good agreement with the VASP results with
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dierences in relative energies no bigger than  kcalmol at the  kpoint and
 kcalmol at the 	
  
  
 kspace level With both VASP and SIESTA
the FIMVAY diastereomer is calculated to be the most stable at the  kpoint
Whereas with DMol

 the SUMWEC diastereomer is calculated to be the most
stable with a dierence in relative energy between DMol

and SIESTA of 
kcalmol
The SIESTA relative energies do not signicantly change going from 	



to 	     kspace level This is in agreement with our conclusion from
the VASP results that the 	
  
  
 kspace sampling is sucient As with
VASP the agreement between the SIESTA and experimental relative energies
becomes worse when going from the  kpoint to 	
 
  
 and higher kspace
sampling Figure 
 shows the match between the SIESTA optimized structures
at 	
  
  
 kspace level and experimental structures of the diastereomers of
ClCPAE with CSD reference codes FIMTUQ SUMWEC and FIMVAY The
agreement between calculated and experimental structures is very good with the
exception of the hydrogen positions as was the case with VASP and DMol

optimized structures
 B
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SUMWEC
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 C
FIMVAY
Figure  Match between SIESTA optimized structures at 
 
 
 kspace
level grey and experimental black structures with CSD refcodes FIMTUQ
SUMWEC FIMVAY
When atomic coordinates and cell dimensions are simultaneously optimized at
the 	


 kspace level the dierence between the experimental and calculated
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Table  Experimental and SIESTA optimized lattice parameters of the dia
stereomers of ClCPAE The atomic coordinates and cell dimensions were si
multaneously optimized at the xx kspace level The last column shows the
percentual increase in volume going from experimental to calculated structures
Refcode a b c  V ol


A 

A 

A Degrees 
FIMVAY
Exp 	 
 
 

SIESTA  
 
  
FIMTUQ
Exp    

SIESTA  	 	 
 

SUMWEC
Exp  
  

SIESTA  
 	 
 	
results increases The experimentallymost stable ClCPAE diastereomer is again
calculated to be the most unstable One reason for this may be an inability of
the current GGA functionals to describe ringring interactions properly
Table 	 shows the experimental and SIESTA optimized lattice parameters
of the diastereomers of ClCPAE The atomic coordinates and cell dimensions
were simultaneously optimized at the xx kspace level The calculated ab
and c values are always bigger with respect to experiment   As a result
the calculated cell volume is increased with 	  with respect to experiment
 The relative importance of separate interactions studied with
DMol

To determine the relative importance of the separate interactions that play a role
in the relative stabilities of the crystal packings with hydrogenbonded chains of
translational and screw symmetry we performed a series of single point energy
calculations on the modied DMol

optimized structures of the two best repre
 Chapter 
sentatives of these packings FIMVAY and FIMTUQ As discussed in previous
sections the relative abundances of the crystal packing with hydrogenbonded
chains of screw symmetry and translational symmetry and the ab initio calcula
tions on model systems of these chains suggest that the hydrogenbonded chains
with screw symmetry are much more stable In the case of FIMVAY and FIM
TUQ this stability order is reversed with respect to experiment We designed
modications in such a way that the contribution of separate interactions on the
total relative stability order could be studied These modications are of two
types in some cases combined
 Cell dimensions a and c increased to 

A thus excluding interactions in
the a and c directions
 stripping parts of the system and capping cut bonds with hydrogen atoms
Table 	
 shows the relative energies of comparable subsystems of the dia
stereomers FIMVAY and FIMTUQ In cases where the subsystem contains chlo
rine relative energies of the subsystems are also given but with chlorine substi
tuted by hydrogen E
noCl

Rel
 The entry labelled A gives the relative energies of
the unmodied FIMVAY and FIMTUQ crystals with the energy minimized with
respect to atomic coordinates at the density functional level of theory employing
the PW functional

and the DNP basisset with the DMol

package

The
unmodied FIMVAY crystal is  kcalmol more stable than the FIMTUQ crys
tal in agreement with the experimental value of 
 kcalmol When we increase
the lattice parameters a and c to 

Asystem labelled B the subsystems of
FIMVAY and FIMTUQ are almost equally stable The interactions in the a and
c directions are all ringring interactions Apparently they are more favourable
for FIMVAY than for FIMTUQ
The subsystem B of FIMVAY consists of two hydrogenbonded chains with
translational symmetry These two chains are related by a screwaxis transforma
tion see Figure 	
 In the FIMVAY subsystem C these two chains have been
separated in such a way that they are equally distant from each other as from
their copies in neighbouring cells thus the interaction between these two chains
is switched o This subsystem is 
 kcalmol less stable than the FIMTUQ sub
system B Apparently the two hydrogenbonded chains with translational sym
metry in FIMVAY have a favourable interaction of 
 kcalmol 
 
 This
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Table  Relative energies in kcalmol calculated with the DMol

program for
the diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE and a number of its modications
Label Description E
Rel
E
noCl

Rel
A FIMVAY minus FIMTUQ  
B FIMVAY minus FIMTUQ ac

A 	 

C B two FIMVAY Hbonded chains separated 	 
D C chains stripped of phenyl ring 

E D chains stripped of cyclic phosphorus rings 
B C two FIMVAY Hbonded chains separated minus 	
conjoined
F FIMVAY structure E separated minus joined 
G FIMVAY ephedrine phenyls only 
separated minus joined
H FIMVAY chlorine substituted phenyl rings only 
	
abc

A minus ac

A b	

A
I H with chlorines substituted by hydrogens 	

pertaining to same structures with Cl substituted by H
is conrmed by comparing directly the energies of the FIMVAY subsystems with
joined chains versus separated chains entry BC in Table 	 This interaction
of the two FIMVAY hydrogenbonded chains apparently has two contributions
the phenylphenyl interaction of the ephedrines and the electrostatic interaction
of the highly charged centres in the core of these two chains This contention is
supported by the calculation on subsystems G and F  The subsystems G are the
ephedrine phenyl rings of FIMVAY only separated or joined The joined FIM
VAY subsystem is  kcalmol more stable than the separated one This is in
contradiction with reports in the literature on the disability of a number of DFT
 Chapter 
functionals to describe this interaction as favourable as discussed earlier The
subsystems F are the FIMVAY Hbonded chains with translational symmetry
separated and joined In addition all the phenyl rings and cyclic phosphoric rings
have been stripped away In this way only the electrostatic interaction between
the highly charged centres in the core of the hydrogenbonded chains is studied
It appears that the two FIMVAY chains can gain  kcalmol by electrostatic
interaction
 O
 B
-
-
-
-
-
-
+
+
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+
Figure  The two translationallysymmetric hydrogenbridged chains of the
FIMVAY diasteromer separated by a dashed line The interaction between these
two chains has contributions from the phenylphenyl interaction green and the
electrostatic interaction of the highly charged centres in the core of the two chains
black
If we strip the phenyl rings of the subsystems C of FIMVAY and FIMTUQ
we get subsystems D and if we strip even the cyclic phosphoric rings we get sub
systems E These subsystems are now identical in composition to the expanded
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see gures  and  and small model systems see gures  and 	 we
used for our ab initio study of three complex hydrogen bonded chains of transla

tional symmetry FIMVAY and screw symmetry FIMTUQ In this study we
found the screw
symmetric H
bonded chains to be much more stable by roughly
 kcalmol per complex unit see Table  Subsystem D of FIMVAY is 
kcalmol less stable than subsystem D of FIMTUQ Subsystem E of FIMVAY
is  kcalmol less stable than subsystem E of FIMTUQ This is in qualitative
agreement with results for the model calculations We did not expect that both
types of calculation would yield absolute quantitative agreement since in the
model systems were optimized with no interactions in the a and c directions and
lacked the phenyl
rings on the cyclic phophoric ring and on the ephedrine
Comparing the relative energies of the subsystems A to C with the same
systems with the chlorine substituted by hydrogen E
Rel
versus E
noCl

Rel
 we
nd that the relative energies all shifted by  kcalmol in favour of the
FIMTUQ subsystems Clearly the substitution of chlorine by hydrogen has a
locally destabilising eect This is conrmed by the relative energies of the FIM

VAY subsystems consisting of only the phenyl rings containing the chorine with
abc

A versus the same system with b	

A the experimental value
labelledH We nd that the rst system where the chloro
phenyl rings still have
interactions is 	 kcalmol more stable Looking at the relative energy of the
same systems when chlorine is substituted by hydrogen entry I we nd that
the rst system where the phenyl rings still have interactions is 	 kcalmol
less stable This is in agreement with the results of the VASP calculations for the
diastereomers of CPA
E Here we found that the no
chlorine FIMVAY analogue
was  kcalmol less stable than the no
chlorine FIMTUQ analogue FIMVEC
see Table 
 Comparison of the absolute lattice energies
The lattice energy is dened as the amount of energy released when a mole of
gaseous ions or molecules are brought together from innite separation to form
a crystal For diastereomeric salts the gas phase energy is the same Therefore
dierences in lattice energies are equivalent to dierences in the solid state energy
Upto this point when we discussed relative lattice energies we actually discussed
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Table  Comparison of the absolute lattice energies kcalmol calculated
with the DREIDING	 DMAREL and DMol

for the diastereomers of ClCPA
E
Refcode E
DREIDING
E
DMAREL
E
DMol

FIMTUQ   
SUMWEC   	
FIMVAY 	 	 	

relative solid state energies with the exception of the DMAREL calculations In
order to calculate the absolute lattice energies we need to subtract the energy of
the gas phase ions from the solid state energy
Table 
 shows the comparison of the absolute lattice energies kcalmol
calculated with DREIDING DMAREL and DMol

for the diastereomers of ClCPA
E DREIDING was used with charge set 
 The DMAREL results are uncorrected
for conformational energy dierences of the ions and using unscaled multipoles
The lattice energies for DREIDING DMAREL and DMol

show large variations
they are roughly   and 	 kcalmol respectively This not necessarily
means that the relative lattice energies should also show large variations It does
show however the dierence in balance between the electrostatic and van der
Waals contributions to the intermolecular interaction energy for these methods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 Conclusions
Ab initio structure optimizations on complex model chains with translational and
screw symmetry yielded a good structural t between experiment and calcula
tion The energy dierence beteen the model complexes with translational and
screw symmetry was largely conserved in the three complex model chains The
screwsymmetric model chain was found to be around  kcalmol more stable per
complex than its translationally symmetric counterpart This in agreement with
experiment since experimentally seven crystal structures of the diastereomers
of CPA with ephedrine have the screwsymmetric chain and only one has the
translational symmetry
The calculated stability order of the diastereomeric salts with the DREIDING
force eld and various type of charges was wrong Moreover the calculated
relative energies of the diastereomeric salts are wrong by one order of a magnitude
The calculated stability order of the diastereomeric salts with the DMAREL
program is dependent on which multipole scaling factor is used and whether the
energies are corrected for the conformational energy dierences of the rigid bod
ies The conformational energy dierences were found to be at least of the same
magnitude as the packing energy dierences Although the calculated relative
energies are of the correct magnitude the correct stability order of the diastereo
meric salts was only once predicted correctly for the diastereomers of ClCPAE
when calculations were made with unscaled multipoles and no correction for con
formational energy dierences of the rigid bodies However the errors in the
calculated lattice parameters are large when using unscaled multipoles up to
	
 for the structure FIMVAY The smallest errors in the calculated lattice
parameters were found with a multipole scaling constant of 
The calculated stability order of the diastereomeric salts with the VASPSIESTA
programs at  point in kspace is in qualitative and quantitative agreement with
experiment The nonchlorine analogue of the experimentally most stable di
astereomer FIMVAY was calculated to be the least stable nonchlorine diastere
omer This is probably in agreement with experiment since this crystal packing
was not observed experimentally The stability of the diastereomer FIMVAY is
probably due to an electrostatically favourable interaction between a chlorine con
nected to a phenyl ring and hydrogen connected to a phenyl ring With improved
 Chapter 
kspace sampling however this agreement with experiment is partly destroyed
with FIMVAY being calculated to be as stable as its diasteromer FIMTUQ
The calculated stability order of the diastereomeric salts FIMTUQ and FIM
VAY with the DMol

program at  is in qualitative and quantitative agreement
with experiment and with the VASP calculations at the  point The third dia
steromer SUMWEC however is incorrectly predicted to be the most stable of the
three We do not know any reason for the disagreement between the calculations
with DMol

and VASPSIESTA despite the similarity of these methods
Relative energy calculations on subsystems of the diastereomers FIMTUQ
and FIMVAY conrmed the higher stability of the isolated screwsymmetric
chains over those with translational symmetry The relative energies of the packed
chains in the complete crystals may be reversed as is the case with FIMTUQ and
FIMVAY due to interactions other than those considered in the model chains
In the cases of FIMTUQ and FIMVAY there is an electrostatic interaction be
tween a chlorine connected to a phenyl ring and hydrogen connected to a phenyl
ring that stabilizes the translationally symmetric chain structure FIMVAY with
respect to the screw symmetry chain structure FIMTUQ where this interaction
is absent
Ab initio calculations predict all diastereomers of CPAE and ClCPAE to lie
roughly within a  kcalmol range Experiment puts this range at  kcalmol 	for
ClCPAE
 This shows that the calculations are at least  kcalmol in error New
exchangecorrelation functionals that better describe the long range dispersion
and ringring interactions are probably required to improve the agreement be
tween calculation and experiment Although disagreement between DMol

and
VASPSIESTA also shows other sources of error
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Chapter 
The gas phase chemistry of the methyl
carbamate radical cation
This chapter has been reproduced with kind permission from Schaftenaar G Postma R Rut
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 Summary
The unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical cation H

NCOOCH



 has been investigated by a combination of mass spectrometry based experi
ments metastable ion MI collisional activation CA collisioninduced disso
ciative ionization CIDI neutralizationreionization NR spectrometry

H

C
and

O isotopic labeling appearance energy AE measurements and ab initio
molecular orbital calculations executed at the SDCIG		
G level of
theory and corrected for zeropoint energies
These calculations indicate that besides ionized methyl carbamate there are
at least seven other equilibrium structures including distonic ions and hydrogen
bridged radical cations The most stable isomer is the hydrogenbridged species
H

NCHO    H    OCH

which is best viewed as the carbenium ion H

N
CHOH

interacting with the formyl dipole The related species H

NCO    H
   OCH



in which the hydroxyaminocarbene ion H

NCOH

interacts with
the formaldehyde dipole is also a stable species This hydrogenbridged radical
cation is the key intermediate in the spontaneous unimolecular dissociations of
methyl carbamate ions
Experimentally the metastable molecular ions form two sets of products
namely H

NCHOH

 HCO

the components of the most stable isomer and
CH

O    H    NH



 CO The minimum energy requirement paths have
 Chapter 
been located by ab initio calculations and the reactions follow multistep isomer
izations In the rst step H

NCOOCH


  isomerizes via a hydrogen shift
to the distonic ion H

NCOHOCH


  which then rearranges to the hydrogen
bridged radical ion 	H

NC
O    H    O
CH



 The incipient formaldehyde
molecule can then donate a hydrogen to the C atom of H

NCOH followed by
loss of HCO

or it can accept the hydroxyl hydrogen to form a

CH

OH radical
this radical then migrates within the electrostatic eld of the H

N


C
O ion
towards the N atom to form the complex 	H

C
O    H    NH

C
O

 This
latter species which can be viewed as a formaldehyde and a CO molecule inter
acting with NH


lies in a shallow potential well only and sheds C
O to produce
	CH


O    H    NH



 as observed experimentally
It is stressed that only with the aid of high level ab initio calculations could
the above mechanisms be elucidated
 Introduction
From the inception of organic mass spectroscopy it has been realized that many a
molecular ion may undergo more or less complex rearrangement reactions This
is especially true for reactions taking place in the microsecond time frame for
the metastable ions However rearrangement reactions may also dominate in the
submicrosecond time frame and the resulting ionic products may lead to intense
and even to base peaks in the conventional mass spectra 	  years ago it
was stated 	 that the occurrence of such rearrangements is one of the problems
which complicate exceedingly the simple interpretation of ionisation and frag
mentation processes and is moreover a serious obstacle to the determination of
the constitution of the original compound from the mass spectrum However
even before the above statement was made Biemann 	 wrote The formation
of rearrangement peaks of high intensity thus requires a certain arrangement of
atoms in the molecule which makes such peaks very useful for the interpretation
of mass spectra Biemann goes on to write A deeper knowledge of the mecha
nism of these rearrangements is extremely important for this purpose Indeed
it has been repeatedly shown that a good understanding of ionic processes such
as rearrangement reactions can lead to a more condent interpretation of mass
spectra of unknowns In this respect it is worthy to note that in  the name of
The gas phase chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical cation 
this very Journal
a
was changed to include the word Processes instead of Physics
Often metastable ions  are chosen for mechanistic studies because i their in
ternal energy although not well de	ned lies in a narrow range ii the nominal
mass of the neutral expelled can be measured iii when in doubt the structure
of the neutral can be assessed by collisioninduced dissociative ionization CIDI
a variant of neutralizationreionization mass spectrometry NRMS 
 and iv
the kinetic energy release even when in the submillielectronvolt range can be
accurately measured Even within a homologous series of small metastable ions
strikingly dierent dissociation reactions can be encountered Let us consider the
following methyl formate ions HCOOCH


 produce CO for a detailed
computational and experimental study see ref  methyl acetate ions CH


COOCH


 form CH

OH

in admixture with CH

O

for a recent review see
ref  ionized methyl propanoate CH

CH

COOCH


 generates CH

O

but not CH

OH

 and methyl butyrate ions CH

CH

CH

COOCH


 pro
duce CH


and C

H

by the McLaerty rearrangement see for example ref 
Ethyl acetate CH

COOCH

CH


 amazingly produces water molecules

From recent work it has become clear that much can be learned about reac
tion mechanisms and ion structures by integration of results obtained from state
of the art ab initio calculations and from mass spectrometry based experiments
 Previous results  have shown that ab initio calculations can lead
to a proper description of the isomerizationdissociation pathways provided that
a splitvalence basis set is employed for geometry optimizations and that the 	nal
relative energies include the eects of polarization functions and of correlation
energy Using this approach it has become clear that many radical cations exist
for which the neutral counterpart is unknown and that such ions are key in
termediates in the rearrangementdissociation pathways of many organic radical
cations  Of particular interest are the socalled distonic ions  hydrogen
bridged radical cations  and iondipole complexes 
 Distonic ions are
those radical cations which have the charge and radical sites at separate heavy
atoms eg

CH

O

H

as opposed to CH

OH

 In larger distonic ions eg
A

BC

D often the charged moiety can migrate to the radical centre thereby
generating another distonic ion
a
International Journal of Mass Spectrometry and Ion Processes
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A

BC

D
which in turn can shift its ionized part to the radical site  BC

DA

	

Such a sequence can rationalize otherwise mechanistically problematic reactions

In such a rationalization it is assumed that the rearrangements occur stepwise as
in the Whitmore mechanism in solution carbenium ion chemistry 
 Another
class of ions which are increasingly being invoked to rationalize fragmentations are
hydrogenbridged radical cations formally protonbound molecule radical pairs
A    H

   BH

which unlike their evenelectron counterparts A    H

   B
have only been scantly studied
 In such radical ions a hydrogen shift can lead to
another hydrogenbridged cation

HA    H

   B which in turn can undergo a
similar reaction

Such a sequence has been invoked to explain the seemingly complex unimolec
ular chemistry of ionized ethanediol a	 and propanediol b	
 With
respect to the above it is of interest to note that high level ab initio calculations
have convincingly shown that formation of

CH

OH from ionized methyl acetate
proceeds via both distonic ions and hydrogenbridged radical cations as shown
below a	

H

CCO	OCH


 H

CC

OH	OCH


distonic	
 CH

CO    H    OCH


Hbridged	
 CH

CO

 CH

OH

In a recent computational and experimental study b	 on the CH

NO
potential energy surface we provided evidence that loss of CO from ionized
methyl carbamate H

NCOOCH


  leads to the hydrogenbridged radical cation
CH

O    H   NH



 formally the ionized formaldehydeammonia associated
molecule and not the conventional species CH

ONH


by CO extrusion	

On the basis of a variety of mass spectrometric experiments we proposed that
the reaction proceeds as follows
The gas phase chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical cation 
and we note here that this sequence too includes a distonic  hydrogen
bridged transformation by intramolecular hydrogen bonding chelation How
ever we stressed that without computational support this proposal must remain
speculative Thus we embarked upon a computational study of the methyl carba
mate rearrangementdissociation reactions and some further experiments which
we report here Our ab initio calculations show that loss of CO occurs via a
pathway completely dierent from that shown above Also a rationale is given
for the dominant reaction in the microsecond time frame viz loss of HCO


Before presenting the evidence which now leads us to reject the above mecha
nism it may be useful to summarize briey the grounds upon which it was based
i The daughter ions are 	CH


O    H    NH



and not CH

ONH


or

CH

ONH



ii H

NC
O

O

CH


specically loses

C

O
iii Electron capture by the rearranged molecular ions leads to complete
breakdown indicating that the neutralized species lies in a shallow well
only as expected for structures akin to  and  Major neutral products
are CH


O and

CH

OH not CH

O

 consistent with structures  and 
iv The CH

NO daughter ions also fall apart upon neutralization to among
other products

CH

OH not CH

O

 the CH

D

NO daughter ions gener
 Chapter 
ated from the OCD

labelled ester form

CD

OH and

CD

OD radicals in
a ratio of 
All the above observations lend strong support for the above mechanism
 Experimental
Metastable ion MI collisional activation CA and neutralization reionization
NR mass spectra 	
 were recorded on VG Analytical ZABF and ZABE in
struments as described in ref 	b The NR mass spectra were obtained using
xenon for neutralization and O

for reionization O

was also used as the target
gas in the CA experiments IE and AE values were obtained using monochro
matic electrons as described in ref 	 AE values for metastable peaks were
obtained by the comparative method described in ref 	 using the KRATOS
MS S instrument at the University of Ottawa Professor JL Holmes The
labelled esters were synthesized on a microscale from the appropriately labelled
alcohols CD

OH CD

HOH CH


OH and

CH

OH isotopic purity greater than

  Merck Sharp and Dohme and urea using zinc acetate as a catalyst 	
For the synthesis of the doubly labelled ester H

NCO

O

CH

 a methanol
sample Amersham UK containing

CH


OH  

CH


OH   and

CH


OH   was used
 Results and discussion
Loss of CO is among metastable ions a minor reaction path only and most of
the metastable ions dissociate by loss of HCO


  Loss of HCO

 was
not investigated in our previous study and we deal with it here Firstly what
is the structure of the daughter ions A 
hydrogen shift in  followed by loss
of HCO

would lead to H

N

CHO a However formation of the isomeric
carbenium ion H

NC

HOH b may be energetically more attractive since ion b
has two powerful electrondonating groups attached to the carbenium centre The
proton anity of formamide HCONH

has been measured 	a yielding
an enthalpy of formation of  kcal mol

for the protonated molecule but its
structure a or b has not been determined However our theoretical calculations
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show that ion b is considerably more stable than ion a by  kcal mol

 and
thus the protonation of formamide probably yields CH

NO

ion b
Fig  CA mass spectrum of the CH

NO

ions generated by loss of HCO

from ionized methyl carbamate H

NCOOCH



The CA mass spectrum of the CH

NO

ions generated by loss of HCO

is
shown in Fig  Spontaneous reactions lead to mz 	
 NH



 which see Table
 is by far the least energy demanding reaction There are intense peaks at
mz 
 	 and also at mz  The CA mass spectrum is compatible with ion a

which is expected to dissociate to HCO

which can fragment further to CO


and to NH


 However
 there are also clear signals at mz 
 probably HNC



at mz 
 NH



 and at mz  loss of NH


 indicative of structure b The NR
spectrum of the CH

NO

ions is shown in Fig A Two important observations
are that  there is a recovery signal at mz  of considerable intensity
 and
 the NR spectrum is very similar to the CA mass spectrum mz 	 is much
less intense in the NR spectrum as this peak arises from the slow dissociation of
the reionized species These observations indicate that the neutralized species
is stable for at least  s and this argues against ions a which are not expected
to survive neutralization
Further evidence for this assignment comes from the NR mass spectrum of the
CH

D

NO

ions generated by DCO

loss no HCO

loss is observed from
the OCD

labelled ester
 shown in Fig B If we were dealing with type a ions
 Chapter 
Table  Enthalpies from ref a of products for CH

NO

dissociations
mz Products H
f
kcal mol


 NH


 HCO

	

 NH


 CO 
 HCNH

 H

O 
 HCO

 NH


 HCNH


 OH


	 HCOH

 NH



these ions could be H

DN

CDO andor HD

N

CHO However since mz
 is very weak cf the intensity of mz  in Fig A the latter structure can
be discarded and so the species would have to be H

DN

CDO This ion after
NR should yield CDO

followed by loss of D

to produce peaks at mz 	 and
 but no peak at mz  is expected in sharp contrast with the experimental
ndings Fig B The mz  peak must then be the result of HDO loss and
so about 
  of mz  in the unlabelled NR and CA spectra is not CO

but
rather HNCH

formed by loss of H

O These ndings are compatible with the
proposal that the daughter ions are indeed H

NC

HOH b which incidentally
can produce mz  HCNH


ions via a simple cleavage reaction see Table 
That loss of H

O is observed at all is not so surprising considering the products
enthalpies The labelled CH

D

NO

daughter ions are then H

NCDOD as also
evidenced by the clean shift of mz 	 to mz 	 CDOD


It should be noted that the CA mass spectrum of H

NC

HOH Fig 
contains weak signals at mz  and mz 	 These signals could well arise
from a trace of ethanol 
a the corresponding signals are absent in the CA
mass spectrum of the labelled species not shown We mention this because a
trace amount of ethanol may render the interpretation of the AE mz 
 value
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Fig  A Xe O

 NR mass spectrum of the CH

NO

ions generated by
loss of HCO

from ionized methyl carbamate H

NCOOCH


 B NR mass spec	
trum of the CH

D

NO

ions generated by loss of DCO

from the labelled ester
H

NCOOCD


questionable see below
To obtain more information on the mechanism of HCO

and CO loss the MI
and CA spectra of several labelled molecules were investigated and the results
are summarized as follows
 Chapter 
H

NCOOCD


loses DCO

and CO
H

NCOO

CH


loses H

CO

and

CO
H

NCO

OCH


loses HC

O

and C

O
H

NCO

O

CH


loses H

C

O

and

C

O
Both rearrangementdissociation processes loss of HCO

and CO are thus
atom specic and the following reactions are established
H

NCO

O

CH




CH



O    HNH


 CO 	
 H

NC

HOH  H

C

O



 Energetic measurements
The IE and AE values were measured using monochromatic electrons see experi
mental section IEH

NCOOCH

  	   eV yielding H
f
H

NCOOCH



 		 kcal mol

using H
f
H

NCOOCH

  	 kcal mol

 AE mz  was
measured as 	
   eV which is only  eV above the IE of ethanol

a Since we had noted above that a trace of ethanol could well be present
it is conceivable that the measured value is too low To remove this ambiguity the
AE of the metastable peak for loss of HCO

was measured by the comparative
method described in ref 	 AE  		
  	 eV The AE of the metastable
peak for loss of CO was also measured by this method AE  				 eV The
latter AE value was found to be identical with that obtained using monochro
matic electrons AE  			   eV which gives credence to the metastable
measurements Therefore we propose that the activation energies for loss of HCO

and CO are the same within experimental error
The H
f
for H

NC

HOH as derived from the above AE measurement 	
kcal mol

 is much higher than that of protonated formamide 	
 kcal mol


This leads to the conclusion that the loss of HCO

from  is associated with a
signicant energy barrier about 		 eV for the reverse reaction It should be
noted that this is not reected in the magnitude of the kinetic energy release
hT i is only  meV This point will be addressed later The formation of the
hydrogenbridged species CH

O    H    NH


 too may involve a barrier for
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Fig  Xe O

 NR mass spectrum of the CH

DNO

ions generated by loss
of CD

O from the labelled ester H

NCOOCD



the reverse reaction and so the experimentally determined H
f
 kcal mol


b	 must be regarded as an upper limit

At slightly higher energies AE  
 eV another process comes into play
namely dissociation intomz  H

NC

O ions and m  neutrals

CH

OH
H
f
 
 kcal mol

a	 or CH

O

H
f
 
 kcal mol

a	

Depending on the structure of the neutral lost the apparent H
f
of the mz 
H

NC

O ions is  kcal mol

for loss of CH

O

and  kcal mol

for
loss of

CH

OH
 Since H
f
for H

NC

O has been established as  kcal
mol

b	 it follows that at threshold the radical eliminated is

CH

OH and
not CH

O



At still higher energies a fourth reaction loss of CH

O comes into play for
which the AE is 
 eV
 This process could lead to the ionized carbene H

NC
OH

or to the distonic ion H

N

C

O
 The NR mass spectrum of the labelled
daughter ion CH

DNO

formed from the OCD

labelled ester is shown in Fig



 It is observed that the recovery signal is the base peak and that intense
signals are present at mz  NH


and mz  OD


 Since the hypervalent
species H

DNCO is not expected to survive it is proposed that the daughter
ion is H

NCOD

 which upon neutralization yields the stable carbene H

NC


OD
 The daughter ion is thus H

NCOH

and not H

N

C

O in agreement
with our theoretical calculations which predict that the NC bond strength in
 Chapter 
H

N

C

O is only  kcal mol

see below H
f
for H

NCOH

	 barring
a reverse term	 is assessed at 
 kcal mol


The higher energy losses of CH

O and

CH

OH or CH

O

 give rise to
prominent peaks in the CA mass spectrum 
b These reactions too appeared
atom specic the H

NCO

O

CH

labelled ester loses exclusively

CH


O
and

CH


O

andor

CH


OH

 Thus for the collisioninduced dissociations
the following reactions are established
H

NCO

O

CH


 H

NCOH



CH



O
 H

NC

O 

CH


O



CH


OH

It is remarkable that whereas the AE value for loss of

CH

OH is only slightly
higher than the AE value for loss of HCO

and CO	 no loss of

CH

OH is observed
in the MI spectrum the signal at mz  is at least a factor of  less intense
than that at mz  loss of HCO

 and in addition it may well result from
collisioninduced dissociation by residual background gas That the losses of CO
and HCO

compete in the microsecond time frame indicates that their activation
energies are almost	 if not exactly	 the same the latter will be so if these reactions
proceed via the same ratedetermining barrier see below
 Theoretical methods
Standard LCAOMOSCF calculations were performed with the program GAMESS

 employing restricted HartreeFock RHF procedures The isomers	 transi
tion states and dissociation products which have been examined are given in
Scheme 
 The geometries of the isomers were determined using analytical gra
dient and numerical secondderivative optimization procedures with the 
G
basis set These are displayed in Fig  The calculated energies are shown in
Table  The relative energies presented in Table  were obtained by perform
ing single plus double conguration interaction SDCI calculations in the 
G
optimized geometries using the 
G basis set with the help of the DIRECT
CI program  The SDCI results were size consistency corrected using the
formula of Pople et al 
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The Pople size consistency corrected results were corrected for the scaled
 contribution of zeropoint vibrational energies ZPVE The ZPVEs 	

in Table  were calculated for the 	G optimized geometries employing the
	G basis set
 Chapter 
Scheme  C

H

NO

isomers and transition states
studied theoretically
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 Chapter 
The gas phase chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical cation 
 Chapter 
 The unimolecular chemistry of methylcarbamate ions
Since we believe b that we have indications for the participation of ion  in
the loss of CO from  we rst calculated its relative energy and the barrier sepa
rating it from 	 At our highest level of theory see Table 
	  is favoured over
 by 	 kcal mol

 and so the ion is thermodynamically accessible	 However
the barrier for its formation from 

 turned out to be surprisingly high 	
kcal mol

 i	e	  kcal mol

higher than the experimentally derived activation
energy  kcal mol

	 Considering the level of our calculations and the gen
erally good agreement between experiment and theory at comparable levels of
theory found for other systems  we conclude that the isomerization 
does not in fact take place at least not prior to the spontaneous loss of CO or
that of HCO

	
How then does the loss of CO and also that of HCO

occur Previous the
oretical calculations on methyl esters indicate that a hydrogen shift to the
oxygen atom requires only 
 kcal mol

	 In the case of methyl carbamate
TS  lies only 	 kcal mol

above  and isomer  the distonic ion H

N
COHOCH


 is 	 kcal mol

more stable than 	 Thus it is clear that the
transformation  can take place below the minimum energy required for the
losses of CO and HCO

 by contrast the transformation  cannot take place
below the minimum dissociation energy	 Hence we conclude that the distonic
ion  is accessible	 That TS 

 is much higher in energy than TS 
may be traced to the fact that the NCOO electron system in  is not aected
by the transition  whereas in TS 

 the electron delocalization does
not extend to the N atom	 However for ion  to serve a key intermediate in
the losses of CO and HCO

it must be able to undergo rearrangement reactions
whose energy requirements are below that for the direct bond cleavage reaction 
 H

NCOH

 CH

O   	 An attractive pathway which satises this
requirement involves isomerization into the very stable hydrogenbridged isomer
 as the rst step
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A similar isomerization has been proposed to occur in the distonic ions H
COHOCH


generated from ionized methyl formate and CH

COHOCH


generated from ionized methyl acetate calculations 	a
 have shown
that in these ions stretching of the formaldehydecarbene bond does not imme
diately lead to dissociation but to a situation where well below the dissociation
limit isomerization can occur to the stable hydrogenbridged isomer
RCO    H    OCH


R  H or CH


Using the SCF method however we were not able to nd a saddle point for
the transition state TS  We then performed a number of partial geometry
optimizations for xed values of the angle  

OOC as the reaction coordinate
These calculations indicated that for   

two SCF solutions exist one which
is characterized by a single CO bond in the formaldehyde moiety as in ion 
and one in which this bond is a double CO bond as in ion  The two solutions
correspond to valleys in the potential energy surface which are not separated by
a saddle point but by an intersecting line as indicated in Fig 
 Chapter 
Table  Calculated total energies hartree zeropoint vibrational energies kcal
mol

 and relative energies kcal mol

 for isomers and components of ionized methyl
carbamate
Species Point State RHFG RHFG PopleG ZPVE E
rel
group G G G G
 C
s

A

	
 	
 	
	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 

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s
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Fig  Schematic representation of the SCF
potential energy surface of the isomerization 
Additional SCF calculations were performed for several CO bond lengths
between the two partial SCF minima A and B in Fig  for a xed angle
  	

 These calculations show a discontinuity in the energy gradient of the
formaldehyde CO bond resulting in an intersecting line between the two valleys
the bold broken line in Fig  The discontinuity will disappear when the two
SCF solutions are superimposed into a CASSCF wavefunction In the case of a
CASSCF calculation one selects an active orbital space which consists of occupied
and unoccupied virtual orbitals Within the active space all excitations are
allowed so a full conguration interaction CI calculation is done for the active
orbital space chosen In our case we need three active orbitals for the three
electrons which are directly involved in the  isomerization reaction viz one
electron on each of the two C atoms and one on the O atom involved in the
isomerization Using an interpolated geometry with   	

and R
CO
 
	

A
as the starting point we were thus able to locate the transition state TS 
The calculation of the activation energy was performed at the CASSCF	
G
level of theory and the same level of theory was used for optimizing the geometries
of the ions  and  According to these calculations the transition state TS 
corresponds to both the breaking of the NCOC bond in ion  and the breaking
of one H

CO bond in ion  In TS  there are essentially three radical
electrons In the SCF method two of these electrons are forced to occupy the
same MO The character of the SCF wavefunction is determined by the H

CO
 Chapter 
bond length for intermediate CO bond lengths there is an instability with respect
to localization of the radical electron on either of the two C atoms leading to a
discontinuity in the energy gradient of the CO bond
Fig  Theoretically derived energy diagram for the dissociation
reactions of ionized methyl carbamate H

NCOOCH



The nal results of our CASSCF calculations which because of the large
computational expense involved had to be restricted to the CASSCF	G
level of theory are as follows
 ion  E  		 ion  E   		
and TS  E   	 hartree This is equivalent to TS  being
 kcal mol

higher in energy than  or  kcal mol

above  see Fig
 From the results in Table  it can be seen that enlarging the basis set
with polarization functions generally has little eect on the activation energies
However electron correlation eects are much more important for the transition
states than for the stable isomeric ions and their inclusion results in a decrease
in the activation energies for the isomerizations Since inclusion of the ZPVEs is
expected to have the same eect we propose that the calculated activation energy
for the isomerization step may be an upper limit In any case the calculated
relative energy for TS  is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental
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observations it lies below the dissociation limit for  H

NCOH

 CH

O
   and it may well represent the rate determining second isomerization
step in the mechanism for the losses of CO and HCO


The fate of ions  is intriguing in marked contrast with the related species
CH

OO    H    OCH


and HCO    H    OCH


which dissociate
by simple bond cleavage to their components our calculations indicate that ion
 can undergo two rearrangement reactions below or close to the dissociation
limit The energy diagram presented in Fig 	
 shows the results of our ab
initio calculations For comparison this diagram also contains the experimentally
derived activation energies for loss of HCO

CO 
 kcal mol

 CH

O 
kcal mol

 and CH

O

CH

OH

	 kcal mol


The rst possibility is that the formaldehyde molecule in  attracts the hy
droxyl hydrogen The incipient

CH

OH radical subsequently moves within the
electrostatic eld of the H

NCO ion towards the N atom to form via TS
 the hydrogenbridged species H

CO    H    NH

CO

 
Thus in agreement with our previous proposal b it is indeed ion 
from which the loss of CO occurs However this ion is not formed via the simple
pathway proposed previously but via a more complex route According to the
calculations these ions lie in a shallow well only and they dissociate by loss of
CO to produce the hydrogenbridged product ion H

CO    H    NH


 in
agreement with experiment It should be noted that the dissociation limit for
the reaction   H

N

C

O  CH

O is much higher in energy ie the NC
 Chapter 
bond in  is much weaker than the O    H    N hydrogenbridged iondipole
interaction
Alternatively instead of accepting a hydrogen atom the formaldehydemolecule
in  may donate a hydrogen atom to the C atom of the NH

COH

ion form
ing via TS  the most stable C

H

NO

isomer H

NCHOH

   OCH


in which the NH

COH

ion interacts with the formyl dipole Loss of HCO

occurs directly therefrom
Are the results of the calculations as summarized in the energy diagram
shown in Fig  in agreement with experiment  Firstly theory predicts
that metastable ions  will lose HCO

and CO as is observed experimentally
Secondly theory predicts the correct structures for the daughter ions ie NH


CHOH

and H

CO    H    NH


respectively Furthermore for the labelled
species theory predicts atomspeci	c behaviour and it also predicts the correct
isotopic positions in the products 
see above notably the observation that H

N
C
O

O

CH

cleanly eliminates H

C

O and

C

O
In addition we had shown earlier 
b that the dissociative neutralization
of the OCD

labelled ester generated among other products largely

CD

OD

together with some

CD

OH Dissociative neutralization not collisional activa
tion was chosen to prevent postcollisional isomerization 
b Had low energy
methyl carbamate ions rearranged to  then mostly

CD

OH would have been
generated This is strong support for the rearrangement  after which
dissociative neutralization to

CD

OD takes eect
The small amount of

CD

OH formed after the neutralization indicates that
in  the formaldehyde molecule may also migrate to the N atom generating
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CH

O    H    NHCOH

 but this was not further investigated It should
be noted that formation of

CD

OH cannot be ascribed to the transformation
 as low energy ions are sampled in the NR experiment The partially labelled
ion H

NCOOCD

H

in the microsecond time frame loses DCO

and HCO

in
a ratio of 	
 This is precisely what our calculations predict provided that no
isotope eects operate in the steps  and  and so we conclude that not
these steps but the transformation  is rate determining as was the case with
ionized methyl acetate 	a
The calculated relative energies and the experimental values where they over
lap compare favourably except for the energy dierence  between  and its
dissociation products H

NCO 

CH

OH   
 experiment this work
   kcal mol

vs theory   	 kcal mol

 The reason for this large
discrepancy is not well understood although it should be noted that in general
dissociation energies are more dicult to establish accurately than the relative
energies of a set of isomeric ions
There is particularly good agreement between the experimentally and theo
retically derived magnitude of the reverse term for loss of HCO


 	 kcal mol

experiment vs 	 kcal mol

theory However the average kinetic energy re
lease hT i is small and nonspecic hT i   kcal mol

and so only about   of
the energy is released as kinetic energy Similar eects have been observed previ
ously in the dissociation of other hydrogenbridged radical cations 	ba
Similarly the loss of CO has a calculated reverse term E
rev
 of about  kcal
mol

 but hT i is only  kcal mol

about   of E
rev
 The observation
that the CD

O    D    NH


daughter ions formed from the OCD

labelled
ester generate upon collisional activation a 	
 mixture of

CD

OH and

CD

OD
ions and upon dissociative electron capture a 	
 ratio of

CD

OH and

CD

OD
radicals can be rationalized by allowing the formaldehyde dipole to freely ro
tate around the ammonia ion ie CD

O    D    NH




CD

O    H   
NDH


Finally there are two questions related to the ionchemistry of ionized methyl
carbamate which we are currently investigating The rst question concerns the
possible participation of the isomeric ion HNCOHOCH


 a the enol
analogue of methyl acetate in the isomerization behaviour of H

NCOOCH



 This enoltype ion which according to preliminary calculations is quite a sta
 Chapter 
ble species could be formed from ion  by a hydrogen shift a hydrogen
shift in ion  is probably energetically prohibited d	
	 However if this iso
merization reaction occurs then ion a cannot isomerize back to  because the
labelled ion H

NCO	OCD


specically loses DCO

 Ion a was expected
to be generated by a McLaertytype rearrangement in RCHNNH	COOCH

R  H CH

	 but surprisingly
the MI CA and NR spectra of the abundant mz  C

H

NO

ions generated
from these precursor molecules were very close to those of the keto ion  We
are currently investigating other means of generating a and also establishing
the height of the barriers for its inter	conversion with ions  and  by ab initio
calculations
The second question concerns the following if one of the amino hydrogen
atoms of methyl carbamate is substituted by an NH

group yielding methyl
carbazate H

NNH	COOCH

	 an unexpected and totally dierent dissociation
behaviour ensues 
 Methyl carbazate ions dissociate among other products
to the immonium ion H

NN

H	CH

by expulsion of

COOH in a onestep
process 
 Based on a variety of experiments the following mechanism was
proposed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According to this proposal in the intermediate distonic ion which can be
considered as the analogue of  a methylene unit is transferred to the charged
centre In the case of ion  a similar reaction would lead to the very stable immo
nium ion

CH

NH

and

COOH whose combined enthalpies H
f
CH

NH




COOH	 
  kcal mol

a	 are lower than those for the observed re
action products From the start of the present study we were in fact surprised
that methyl carbamate ions do not expel

COOH This too is under further
investigation
 Conclusions
The results of our study provide a detailed insight into the unimolecular chemistry
of ionized methyl carbamate Although its chemistry loss of HCO

and CO
would supercially appear to be totally dierent from that of ionized methyl
acetate loss of CH

O

and

CH

OH the rst two of the three isomerization
steps are in fact the same molecular ion  distonic ion  hydrogenbridged
ion
However in contrast with ionized methyl acetate the resulting hydrogen
bridged radical cation H

NCOH    O
CH


  can undergo two further rear
rangement reactions The rst process involves rearrangement to the hydrogen
bridged iondipole complex H

C
O    H    NH

C
O

  which leads to the
loss of CO by a simple bond cleavage The second process involves isomerization
into another hydrogenbridged iondipole complex the most stable C

H

NO


isomer H

NCHOH

   O
CH  which is the immediate precursor for loss
of HCO

 Thus it appears that the participation of hydrogenbridged iondipole
complexes in the isomerization is even more important in the unimolecular chem
istry of ionized methyl carbamate than in that of ionized methyl acetate This is
largely due to the combination of stability and exibility in these ions
 Chapter 
Finally we note that as was the case with methyl acetate a a coherent
description of the chemistry of solitary methyl carbamate ions could not have
been achieved by the analysis of experimental data only
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Summary
Computational Chemistry Methods
Applications to racemate resolution and radical cation chemistry
This thesis deals with the application of computational models to solve real
life chemical problems Two distinct problems are tackled First the prediction
of lattice energy dierences between a pair of diastereomeric salts and secondly
the elucidation of the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical
cation
The introductory chapter deals with the background of racemate resolution
via the formation of diastereomeric salts The solubility dierence between two
salts of a diastereomeric pair is related to the lattice enthalpy dierence in a pair
A computational model that accurately reproduces experimental lattice enthalpy
dierences can be used as a predictive tool for the resolution of optical isomers
In addition we summarize the mass spectrometry techniques used for the ex
perimental elucidation of the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate
radical cation The computational methods applied to both these problems are
briey reviewed
Chapter  covers the Molden package our pre and post processing program
of molecular and electronic structure This program has become central to this
research It is used to calculate a number of dierent types of charges in a
molecule the electrostatic potential distributed multipoles Zmatrix constructs
to impose translational and screw type of symmetry for interfacing with the
program packages DMAREL and VASP that perform lattice energy calculations
and for manipulation of crystal structures Other features include the calculation

 visualization of molecular orbitals the electron density molecular minus atomic
density and the Laplacian of the electron density
Chapter  discusses the development of two new molecular pointcharge mod
els a charges t to reproduce the Distributed Multipole derived electrostatic
potential and b charges t to reproduce the quantum mechanical electrostatic
potential sampled on a number of surfaces with constant electron density In ad
dition we investigated the e	ect of the number of expansion sites in a Distributed
Multipole Analysis on the quality of charges tted to the DMA derived electro
static potential The inclusion of bond centers into the calculations improves
the agreement between the Quantum Mechanical electrostatic potential and the
DMA derived potential The number of expansion sites needed for an accurate
approximation of the QM electrostatic potential increases with increasing qual
ity of the basis set used Sampling on constant electron density surfaces gives a
better t between the quantum mechanical potential and the potential derived
from the tted charges than sampling on a Van der Waals surface composed of
intersecting spheres
Chapter 
 describes Quantum Mechanical and Force Field calculations on
Diastereomeric Salts We have calculated the relative lattice energies of the di
astereomers of cyclic phosphoric acid and its chlorine derivative with ephedrine
with various computational models and compared them with experimental data
All computational models gave good structural agreement with the experiment
but only some models reproduced the experimental stability order Calculations
with the DREIDING force eld in combination with several charge sets includ
ing the charge set developed in chapter  failed to reproduce the experimental
stability order of the diastereomers By using distributed multipoles to model
the electrostatic interactions in force eld calculations the correct stability order
was reproduced in one case but the results are very sensitive to the factor used
for scaling the electrostatic interactions and to conformational energy corrections
of the rigid molecular ions Quantum mechanical calculations with the DMol

density functional package predict a correct stability order for one pair of diastere
omers but fail to position a third polymorph correctly Similar calculations with
the VASP and SIESTA density functional packages predict the stability order

of all diastereomers correctly at the  point in kspace With better kspace
sampling however the agreement between theory and experiment becomes less
good An experimentally unknown chlorinefree analogue of the experimentally
most stable chlorinecontaining diastereomer was calculated to be the least sta
ble Model systems of the two types of hydrogenbonded chains observed in a
series of diastereomeric salts with screw and translational symmetry were op
timized at the HartreeFock and density functional level The experimentally
most frequently occurring hydrogenbonded chain with screw axis symmetry was
calculated to be the most stable
In the nal chapter the unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate rad
ical cation H

NCOOCH


 has been investigated by a combination of mass spec
trometry based experiments and ab initio molecular orbital calculations These
calculations indicate that besides ionized methyl carbamate there are at least
seven other equilibrium structures including distonic ions and hydrogenbridged
radical cations The most stable isomer is the hydrogenbridged species H

N
CHO    H    OCH

which is best viewed as the carbenium ion H

NCH
OH

interacting with the formyl dipole The related species H

NCO    H   
OCH



in which the hydroxyaminocarbene ion H

NCOH

interacts with
the formaldehyde dipole is also a stable species This hydrogenbridged radical
cation is the key intermediate in the spontaneous unimolecular dissociations of
methyl carbamate ions Experimentally the metastable molecular ions form two
sets of products namely H

NCHOH

	 HCO


the components of the most
stable isomer and CH

O    H    NH



	 CO The minimum energy paths
have been located by ab initio calculations The reactions follow multistep iso
merizations It is stressed that the above mechanisms could only be elucidated
with the aid of high level ab initio calculations
In conclusion the present day computational models for the calculation of
lattice energies are still not suciently accurate to reliably predict and design
racemate resolutions The structures of the diastereomeric salts were correctly
predicted however The unimolecular chemistry of the methyl carbamate radical
cation could be succesfully elucidated by ab initio calculations


Samenvatting
Computational Chemistry Methoden
Toepassingen op racemaat splitsingen en radicaal kation chemie
Dit proefschrift behandelt de toepassing van rekenmodellen voor het oplossen
van chemische problemen Twee verschillende problemen worden behandeld de
voorspelling van verschillen in roosterenergie tussen een diastereomeer zoutpaar
en de opheldering van de unimoleculaire chemie van het methylcarbamaat radi
caal kation
Het eerste inleidende hoofdstuk behandelt de achtergrond van racemaatsplit
sing via de vorming van diastereomere zouten Het oplosbaarheidsverschil tussen
de twee zouten van een diastereomeer paar is gerelateerd aan het verschil in
roosterenergie tussen de zouten Een rekenmodel dat nauwkeurig verschillen in
experimentele roosterenergie kan reproduceren kan gebruikt worden als gereed
schap bij de voorspelling van scheiding van optische isomeren Tevens wordt een
overzicht gegeven van massaspectrometrische technieken gebruikt bij de ophelde
ring van de unimoleculaire chemie van het methylcarbamaat radicaal kation De
in beide problemen toegepaste rekenmodellen worden kort behandeld
Hoofdstuk  belicht het Molden pakket ons voor en nabewerkingsprogramma
voor moleculaire en electronische structuur Dit programma speelt een centrale
rol in dit onderzoek Het wordt gebruikt voor de berekening van verschillende
typen ladingen in een molecuul de electrostatische potentiaal gedistribueerde
multipolen Zmatrix constructies voor het opleggen van translatie en schroefas
symmetrie voor interfacing met de programma pakketten voor roosterenergiebe
rekeningen DMAREL en VASP en voor het manipuleren van kristalstructuren

Andere mogelijkheden zijn de berekeningvisualisatie van moleculaire orbitalen
de electronendichtheid de moleculaire minus atomaire electronendichtheid en de
Laplaciaan van de electronendichtheid
Hoofdstuk  bespreekt de ontwikkeling van twee nieuwe moleculaire punt
ladingsmodellen a ladingen get ter reproductie van de potentiaal afgeleid van
gedistribueerde multipolen en b ladingen get ter reproductie van de kwantum
mechanische electrostatische potentiaal bemonsterd op een aantal oppervlakken
van constante electronendichtheid Tevens werd het e	ect van het aantal expan
siecentra in een gedistribueerde multipool analyse 
DMA op de kwaliteit van
de ladingen get aan de DMA afgeleide potentiaal onderzocht Het meenemen
van bindingscentra bij de berekeningen verbetert de overeenstemming tussen de
kwantummechanische electrostatische potentiaal en de DMA afgeleide potenti
aal Het aantal expansiecentra nodig voor een nauwkeurige benadering van de
QM electrostatische potentiaal neemt toe met de kwaliteit van de gebruikte ba
sisset Het monsteren op oppervlakken van constante electronendichtheid geeft
een betere overeenkomst tussen de kwantummechanische potentiaal en de poten
tiaal afgeleid van de gette ladingen dan het monsteren op een Van der Waals
oppervlak bestaande uit overlappende bollen
Hoofdstuk  behandelt kwantummechanische en krachtveld berekeningen aan
diastereomere zouten Met verschillende rekenmodellen werden de relatieve roos
terenergieen van de diastereomeren van een cyclisch fosforzuur en zijn chloor
derivaat met efedrine berekend en de resultaten worden vergeleken met de expe
rimentele gegevens Alle rekenmodellen gaven goede overeenkomst tussen berek
ende en experimentele structuur echter slechts enkele rekenmodellen reproduceer
den de experimenteel gevonden stabiliteitsvolgorde Berekeningenmet het DREIDING
krachtveld in combinatie met verschillende ladingssets 
inclusief de ladingsset
ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk  reproduceerden niet de experimenteel gevonden sta
biliteitsvolgorde van de diastereomeren Bij gebruik van gedistribueerde multi
polen voor het modelleren van de electrostatische interacties in de krachtveld
berekening wordt de correcte stabiliteitsvolgorde slechts in een geval gerepro
duceerd maar de resultaten zijn erg gevoelig voor de factor gebruikt bij het
schalen van de electrostatische interacties en voor de conformationele energiecor

recties van de moleculaire ionen kwantummechanische berekeningen met het
DMol

density functional pakket voorspellen de correcte stabiliteitsvolgorde voor
een paar diastereomeren maar een derde polymorf wordt niet goed geposition
eerd Vergelijkbare berekeningen met de VASP en SIESTA density functional
pakketten voorspellen de correcte stabiliteitsvolgorde van alle diastereomeren bij
het  punt in de kruimte Echter met betere bemonstering van de kruimte
wordt de overeenkomst tussen de theorie en het experiment slechter Een ex
perimenteel onbekende chloorvrije analoog van de experimenteel meest stabiele
chloorbevattende diastereomeer was in de berekening het minst stabiel Model
systemen van de twee typen van waterstofgebrugde ketens die gevonden worden in
een serie van diastereomere zouten met translatie en schroefas symmetrie werden
geoptimaliseerd op het HartreeFock en density functional niveau De experi
menteel meest gevonden waterstofgebrugde keten met schroefas symmetrie was
in de berekening het meest stabiel
Het laatste hoofdstuk bespreekt de unimoleculaire chemie van het methyl
carbamaat radicaal kation H

NCOOCH


 onderzocht met een combinatie van
massaspectrometrie experimenten en ab initio moleculaire orbitaal berekeningen
Deze berekeningen geven aan dat behalve geoniseerd methylcarbamaat er ten
minste zeven andere evenwichtsstructuren zijn waaronder distonische ionen en
waterstofgebrugde radicaal kationen Het meest stabiele isomeer is het water
stofgebrugde H

NCH	O    H    O	CH


dat het best gezien kan worden
als het carbenium ion H

NCHOH

in interactie met de formyl dipool Het
gerelateerde isomeer H

NC	O    H    O	CH




waarin het hydroxyami
nocarbeen ion H

NCOH

interactie heeft met de formaldehyde dipool is ook
een stabiel ion Dit waterstofgebrugde radicaal kation is een belangrijk interme
diair voor de spontane unimoleculaire dissociatiereacties van methylcarbamaat
ionen Experimenteel vormen de metastabiele moleculaire ionen twee sets van
produkten namelijk H

NCHOH

 HCO

de componenten van het meest
stabiele isomeer en CH

	O    H    NH




 CO De minimumenergiepaden
zijn gevonden met behulp van ab initio berekeningen Benadrukt wordt dat de
opheldering van de bovengenoemde reactiemechanismes slechts mogelijk was met
behulp van hogekwaliteits ab initio berekeningen

Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat de huidige rekenmodellen voor de bere
kening van roosterenergieen nog steeds niet accuraat genoeg zijn om betrouwbaar
voorspellingen van racemaatsplitsingen te kunnen doen De structuren van de di
astereomere zouten werden echter wel goed voorspeld De unimoleculaire chemie
van het methylcarbamaat radicaal kation kon succesvol opgelost worden met be
hulp van hogekwaliteits ab initio berekeningen

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